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1. Ferganomics
2. Fergalachia
3. Fergamazov
4. Fergaholism
5. Venus in Fers

“Ford. They cancelled
the Post Office for him.”
- Hannah Waters ‘09
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THE
TOP 5

Potential
"Fergalicious"
Follow-Up
Singles

Gerald Ford, James Brown, Saddam:
Who wins?

“I don’t know if
Saddam could sing.”
- Lucas Havens ‘08

“Who’s James Brown?”
- Caitlin McKimmy ‘10

“I think the answer’s clear.”
- Chase Golding ‘07

“James Brown.”
- Jake Devereux ‘10,
Anna Losacara ‘10

The SCHILLOMETERThe SCHILLOMETER

Fergie misspelling T-A-S-T-E-Y

There’s never as much rectal humor as
you think

New Sodexho pizza crust

Increased proliferation of the phrase
“bitchclown”

Being the guy who still wears shorts
when it’s really cold out

Winter Break

When I glanced up from my soggy bowl of Life,
my eyes caught sight of the long list of chores stuck
to my refrigerator door. With a bottomless sigh, I
resignedly took a shower, pulled on some clothes,
got into my car and started checking off the list.
First the library, then the post office, then the gas
station, then the dry cleaners. By the time I pulled
into the grocery store parking lot, I felt pretty
exhausted. I barely registered the rows of canned
soup and pre-packaged snacks as I drifted past with
my shopping cart. I saw that they’d run out of ched-
dar cheese. Then I woke up.

(rim shot)

(SAM ROBSON)
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EEXXEECCUUTTIIVVEE EEDDIITTOORR:: 
meredith metzler

MMAANNAAGGIINNGG EEDDIITTOORR:: 
john choiniere

CCAALLEENNDDAARR EEDDIITTOORRSS::
lauren nakamura, monica welke
CCIINNEEMMAA EEDDIITTOORRSS::
kate mcdonald, beatrice white
CCUULLTTUURREE EEDDIITTOORR:: kate alper

CCUULLIINNAARRYY EEDDIITTOORRSS::

tricia england, emily kawaler
DDOOOORRMMAATT EEDDIITTOORRSS::
greg hunter, dan sugarman
FFEEAATTUURREE EEDDIITTOORR:: john bardes
FFUUNN && GGAAMMEESS PPAAGGEE:: tom fry
MMUUSSIICC EEDDIITTOORR:: paul caine
SSOOCCIIEETTYY EEDDIITTOORR:: jason hitchcock

TTHHEEAATTEERR && CCRRUUMMBBLLEE EEDDIITTOORRSS:: 
lacey dorman, bethany schimmel
TTVV EEDDIITTOORRSS:: 
rachel johnson, nathaniel snell
((VVIISSUUAALL)) AARRTTSS EEDDIITTOORR:: sasha korobova

AARRTTIISSTTSS:: carl nelson, sean dickson

SSTTAAFFFF WWRRIITTEERRSS::
abi celis, rachel carroll, anne czernek,
stephen gee, austin hall, allyson herb-
st, amelia hintzen, clare jones, gwen
kirby, kyle kramer, jenny morse,
jerome potter, dan sanders, hallie
scott, sam robson, alex sciuto

FFEEAATTUURREEDD WWRRIITTEERRSS::
kelsey antle, katie berringer, allyson
herbst, olivia killeen, ellen morehouse,
lena tjosvold, elizabeth webb

““AABBRROOAADD””:: sarah pennie

The ccaarrll was established in 1999 as
the Carletonian’s bi-weekly arts and
culture supplement. It is published the
Friday of second, fourth, sixth and
eighth week. All submission are due
Monday at midnight before publication. 

office: Sayles 210
300 North College Street
Northfield, MN 55057
phone: (507) 646-4158
e-mail: all.things.carl@gmail.com
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CCOONNTTEENNTTSS::

(THE DOORMAT)
12 january 2007

(CULINARY)
the cooler coop, MY favorite wine is merlot (my mail-
box # is 757, eh eh), abi celis is back!!!! pages 12-13

(VISUAL ARTS)

(FEATURE)

(RECURRING WORDS)
not really recurring but it’s a GOLDmine of words, still
caught on the WEB, fashionista or just clueless?, the
carl lives in the street (that’s why we’re better than The
New Yorker, anti-abroad-anne, seems people are going
mute, VFC on NFTC. pages 8-10

the Carl show its serious side with the return of the
‘serious’ feature (finally). reflect on the service trip.
pages 14-17

new editor, new approach. check it out. page 19

(CINEMA)
wanted to see any movie? we’ve probably got at least
three-sentences devoted to it. also, don’t be decieved.
sarah pennie is gone. in her honor, however, the new
editors (who are awesome) are preserving some of her
touches... pages 22-23

(THEATER & CRUMBLE)

(MUSIC)
shins shins shins shins shins shins shins... it’s kinda fun
to say to yourself repeatedly... or read about them
twicce. psh. it’ll be fine; it’s a study in the subjectivity
of reality. page 24

(carlTOON)
what more can I say? page 28

(CALENDAR)
gidgit, gadgit, japan! page 26-27.

it’s going under some revisions this terms.... lost some of
its hardcores but not sh-sh-sh-shiller! or sam robson,
fergalist and variations of that theme, rate that death!,
paul’s pretty pompous, greg relives black jack and
austin hall is the funniest person in the carl this issue,
one day i’ll reject the doormat list for kicks, dinosaurs
and comic books-- someone didn’t grow up. pages 3-7

Coming soon to a theater near you! page 20

aa mmoommeenntt wwiitthh MMeerreeddiitthh ((oorr tthhee eeddiittoorr’’ss lleetttteerr)):: 

(SOCIETY)
Jason actually ran out of things to say about Carleton
society. Does that reflect more on him or ourselves?
Think about it. page 18

(CULTURE)
like those mice from the town and the country but with
college students, post break reflection. page 11

volume XII. issue 5. 

(TV)
our newest section (!) envisions the episode of Grays
you watch last night, reports on 24, and reflects on TV
dinners (maybe...). page 21

(FUN&GAMES)
Thought you outgrew Highlights? Yeah, we know,
that’s why Tom Fry is brining you bi-weekly fun &
games with this pioneering and revolutionary page.
page 25

(1) update on the Carl: 
Well, there’s a ton going on here at

the Carl this term. Maybe too much,
but I finally have only MWF classes
so no more sleepy Thursday morn-
ings. Sweet. 

We have a TON of new people
(who proved themselves to be com-
pletely awesome tonight) and a TWO
new sections! It’s good to see so
much enthusiasm for this publication
that just 3 years ago was floundering
about without a ton of direction or
readership (you think I’m kidding).
Now we finally represent a voice from
every class, and you can be sure that
there’ll be a Carl for at least 3 more
years. I make no promises or specu-
lations after that time. 
That said, as excited as I am,

there’s also the bitter reality that sen-
ior editors are already leaving the
Carl. I guess it’s all about the slow
transitions towards graduation. 

I hope you enjoy the issue!
(2) news on the vending machines:
When the hell did Peanut M&Ms cost
$1.25!!!! Now, look, I understand the
economy’s not so hot and there’s
inflation and all, but $1.25!! Really?? 

(3) time update: 8:05 a.m. 

(4) Urban Outfitters report: 
So I bought this coat I really liked at
Urban Outfitters. I really, really liked it.
But the zipper f-ing broke 3 days after
I bought it, and now everywhere
(internet included) seems to be sold
out of it. It’s like, Urban Outfitters, can
you be serious??? So you know what
I’m doing? I’m protesting it. I’m not
zipping it. Take that Urban Outfitters! I
will toggle my coat. 
And test the powers of airborn to
ward of pnemonia. 
And probably give up by tomorrow
morning. 

(5) Comps is overrated. That’ll bite
me in the ass when I’m exhausted
tomorrow morning, but if someone
tries to belittle you because they’re
“compsing,” listen sympathetically, but
just know that we’re all in this school
working hard. So, whatever. Comps is
just one more thing to pass... espe-
cially when you’re excruciatingly
aware that distinction just isn’t going
to happen. 

(6) Diem should NOT have gotten
kicked off the Duel. That pisses me
off to no end. 

(7) I’ve been in this office for almost
18 hours. I left for 5 minutes 5 hours
ago. It’s time to go home. 

All things happy and such salutations,
Meredith
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(AUSTIN HALL)
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FACEBOOK WAR STORIES

The same thing every time. Log on, scan the newsfeed, hell, update yer status.
Not like it matters. You know what’cher here for. ‘S a poke war. You poke.
Don’t really know how I wound up ‘ere. Not sure any of us do. Didn’t see the

harm joining an online collegiate social networking site could do. Young, stupid.
Stupid.
Gettin’ ta be every day now. Two or three times, even. ‘S not like you can back

down. And if ya could, hell, nobody lives forever. Still, you see somebody go
down, and Christ.
This one sonofabitch. Must get on every hour, on the hour. Pokes ya back and

you don’t even know you poked ‘im yet. And this is what we’re up against. These
people, you’d think some of ‘um didn’t even have classes. Juss poke and poke.
Guess I thought the new interface they got back in December would help.

Think we all did. Again, stupid. Just made the pokin’ faster. Not even on a differ-
n’t screen now. Pops right up for ya.
And these kids now, kids--! Jesus. Made it so everybody can get on the

Facebook. My own kid brother, so proud, talks about his brand new account.
Tried to talk ‘im out of it. Right. Stubborn, like me. Like I am. He’ll learn too.
See the hand icon when I shut my eyes now. Always pointing right.
You hear stories. Guys who burned out, gave up, got a little crazy. Went and

clicked “hide poke”. Maybe they’re better off, we’re the nuts. Couldn’t be any
worse. And I dunno, Jesus, any kind of rest. But you put stuff like that outta yer
head after a while. Keep clicking. ‘S a poke war. You poke.

POKE WAR

bedecking the corners of my room.
To further complicate the issue, there

existed a renegade group of “Bradys”
dedicated to taking Facebook in their
name; a much less universal approach.
Once news of my removal spread, one of
the Bradys created a fake account in my
name in order to trick my allies into
complying with his demands.
Essentially, my group, and slowly, the
rest of Facebook, was in a state of pure,
unadulterated chaos.

Facebook did finally return my
email, which I will post below. Notice
how they try to be all friendly with "Hey
Austin!" and "Thanks!"
---
Hey Austin,

It has come to our attention that you have
been taking over all the
groups without admins that you can find,
and instructing others to do the same.
Changing the nature of the groups as well as
the information has proven to be annoying
and frustrating to other users who joined the
groups for the original purpose of the group.
Trying to "establish Facebook dominance" for
your own group and ruining other people's
Facebook experience in the mean time, will
most certainly not be tolerated.

Thanks,
Charlotte

Customer Support Representative
Facebook
---
I was in shock. My trying to “estab-

lish Facebook dominance,” as they
quote, was indeed the very reason I was
kicked off. I find this to be rather amus-
ing, that Facebook was threatened by my
behavior enough to do something about
it. Obviously people were heeding my
suggestions so strongly that Facebook
couldn't handle the risk.
Did you know that we have more

than one school email address? Since
halla was blocked (What a terrible sad-
ness, I could no longer be the kind of girl
I so often dreamed of.), I had to resort to
one of my others: austin.hall, to be exact.
I reapplied, and Facebook bought it!
So now I am back to the diplomatic

Facebook, and though The Bradys have
found that no one will respond to their
demands and have requested my return
to the group, I am still unsure of what to
do conquest-wise. Besides the obvious
risk of Facebook realizing I have
returned if I do so, maybe I should take a
break or utilize what I’m given for its
intended purpose.
Or maybe I should instigate some

other form of change, some other way.
It’s a shame Spring Break only lasts ten
days.

Try this on for size: you are sitting in your dorm
room reading a book – for the purposes of this
example, we’ll say The Sorrows of Young Werther,
your favorite work of Goethe. As is your custom,
you’ve poured yourself a glass of scotch; despite
your age, you are responsible, and the government’s
infringement on your rights because of the desper-
ate and misguided lobbying of M.A.D.D. is not
something worth thinking about. That’d be a waste
of time; you are trying to identify with Werther, see-
ing in his letters to Wilhelm your own situation,
your own hopes and fears. And then it happens:
busted.
Indeed, your R.A. was watching “Charmed”

with a couple of friends and periodically bending
down on her hands and knees to look through the
little cracks in the bottom of the doors. On one of
these routine “resident care sessions,” as she calls
them, she sees your feet dangle from your bed, and
a small shiny surface on the liner of your sneaker
reflects the tumbler of Laphroaig you’ve just poured
for yourself. The R.A. isn’t sure how to handle this
new situation; after all, it was mere minutes ago
that she was sitting on her beanbag, eating some ice
cream and giggling at the crass machinations dis-
played across her computer screen. Now, it’s basi-
cally a horrible disaster. What does she do?
She calls the Hall Director on duty, who interrupts

a leadership workshop he’s been conducting for
some SWAs to walk across campus to Goodhue,
where you live, and knock on your door.
Unfortunately you do not hear him, as you’ve just
put on a recording of Saint-Saens’ Third Symphony.
Under the weight of the organ – so beautiful, so
complete in its ability to capture the nuances of the
human spirit – there is no room to hear a discordant
tat-tat-tat. So the Hall Director, whose heart is
unmoved by such beauty, calls security.
At this time, your RA and the Hall Director move

into the lounge to talk secretly about this most
unfortunate situation. You – unaware of the hubbub
and still dealing with the ontological questions
posed by Werther - decide to smoke a small amount
of marijuana. Not wishing to disturb your neigh-
bors, you don a jacket and leave Goodhue for the
arb. To your delight, snow is falling in a most pic-
turesque fashion, casting a halo across every object
in the vast expanse of prairie that sits before your
eyes. Reminded of Thoreau’s writing, and inspired
by Werther’s quest to rediscover nature, you mark
fresh footprints in the snow, finally stopping under
a stand of towering maples to puff gently on a joint.
Security is busy responding to a smoke alarm set

off by burnt microwave popcorn. The lone officer
present at the office, a junior football player with a
crushing Price Theory exam coming up, lazily
radios the other officers. All members of Carleton’s

Finest write a report concerning the ruined snack
food and hop into a series of Jeep Cherokees; the
Safety Van is called for backup. The Carleton securi-
ty staff arrives at your dormitory door, only to find
the room dark and empty, and the sounds of
Rachmaninoff’s Barcarolle in G Minor bouncing off
the walls. One of the officers radios another, saying
that he is in Goodhue and that the situation is trou-
blesome, to say the least.
The Northfield Police overhear this transmission,

and immediately send 4 police cars to Goodhue.
While the police cars burn rubber and negatively
impact the environment, you enjoy a moment of
sublime harmony, one in which nature, your body,
and an abstract conception of the soul are one and
the same. The moon hangs high; a coyote howls, as

if praying to an absent god. At some point, though,
you realize that if you are to study tomorrow, sleep
is a necessity. You turn back, enjoying every step of
the synesthetic pageant.
Back at Goodhue, the Northfield Police have

arrived. Fifteen officers wait for a student to enter
the dormitory so they can tailgate in. Security catch-
es wind of this, and descends to the ground floor,
where they see more cruisers than even they knew
Northfield possessed. A fierce argument ensues:
Northfield Police officers claim the right to enter the
building, while Security says that if the police make
an arrest, Carleton takes the credit. The police, too,
do not believe that Carleton security looked hard
enough for the suspected lawbreaker. It seems this
argument will not resolve itself, and it continues,
with both sides fighting vehemently for their
respective positions.
As you approach campus, you are shaken from

your reverie by the blinding lights, all of which cast
apparitions across Goodhue’s façade and make the

building feel phantasmagoric and dread-filled.
Avoiding this, you enter through the opposite door,
walk upstairs to your room, brush your teeth and
wash your face, and finally lie down in your bed,
falling asleep as the snow falls outside of your win-
dow like a cracked Cascaron. It is an exquisite pic-
ture that is both soothing and remarkable to watch.
The argument outside is finally resolved. The

police and security will line up in alternating order
and walk single-file to the room, at which point one
member from each force will grab the doorknob and
pull it open together. When they finally coordinate
their efforts and open your door, they see you sleep-
ing like an angel. With shrugged shoulders and
heavy hearts, the law officers look foolishly at one
another and hug. They have seen how tension can
end up wasting resources, and vow never to fight
again. They promise to collaborate more on issues
related to underage drinking.
Security returns to Sayles, and the Northfield

Police drive aimlessly down College Street, each
officer dealing with his own nascent existential cri-
sis. What did it mean, that hollow simulation of
police action? Are the Northfield Police and
Carleton Security really friends? Had the Goodhue
debacle been solely about resolving internecine dif-
ferences, and not about honest police work? These
questions are never fully explicated, as the police
see a student holding a red cup outside of 519
College Street, an unassuming but nevertheless
quite handsome house. All four cars pull to the curb
in a flurry of unnecessarily aggressive driving, and
it immediately becomes clear: the efforts of local law
enforcement are working. Students run back to their
dormitories where they will binge drink, and the
police write citations. It is a simulacrum of justice,
but little more, and all parties respect this and play
their parts with integrity, pausing only occasionally
to giggle.
Meanwhile, the production of methamphetamines

continues to rise in Rice County, and numerous
meth labs exist in houses across the town of
Northfield. The Wellness Center still only provides
rudimentary testing services for STIs. USNews
works hard to publish some profitable offshoot of
their popular ranking of American colleges and uni-
versities. And you, who circumstance favored so
much in its fickle ways, should do well to listen to
Werther’s translation of Ossian’s poetry: “Often by
the setting moon I see the ghosts of my children;
half viewless they walk in mournful conference
together.” As the children of Carleton - you, me, and
everyone else - we must never walk in mournful
conference, seeking with futility for vestiges of this
school we love. For if we seek the vestiges, it means
the soul has departed, and the soul will never find
its way home.

Six weeks is a long time.
Many people take up some sort of

hobby over break; playing video games,
reading, hiking, even getting a “job.” I
decided on another, much simpler, task:
Taking over Facebook.
I figured six weeks was a good

enough amount of time for my plan to
spring into action, so I created a group
set on establishing Facebook dominance,
logically entitled “With This Group, We
Shall Establish Facebook Dominance.”
The premise was simple: infiltrate and
claim adminship of as many groups as
possible, change each group picture to
that of a fist (my group’s own logo), and
invite all its members to join the mother
group.
A number of people joined (even

some of you), and my goal became pro-
gressively more successful. The group
expanded its membership more rapidly
each day, and more and more people
were taking over more and more groups.
It was wondrous. Everyone had a good
time, and the once-useless groups of
Facebook now had a purpose.

Then my account was disabled.
I found this out at the login screen,

where a notice appeared that incriminat-
ed some administrator as the cause of
my misfortune. I immediately emailed
info@facebook.com and asked them
exactly why my account had been sus-
pended. Rather quickly and vaguely they
got back to me, indifferently stating that
I had violated the Terms of Use. I sus-
pected that maybe I had been reported
for saying something mean or inappro-
priate, but nevertheless, I persisted and
again emailed the Facebook staff, asking
them to specify exactly what terms I vio-
lated.
In the meantime, in the Facebook

realm, disorder ran rampant. The sus-
pension had removed my entirety from
Facebook; it was as if I never existed. My
group became adminless, and without a
leader, my “allies,” as I called them, pro-
ceeded to panic: I could feel their pained
cries in the night, like the hopelessness of
a thousand drowning manatees, and I
awoke each morning to shivering bones
and fleeting glimpses of shadows eerily

Troubling Times, Phantasmagoric
Façades: A Cautionary Tale

(PAUL CAINE)

ESTABLISHING DOMINANCE

(GREG HUNTER)

(GRAPHIC BY DAN SUGARMAN)
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(GREG HUNTER, DAN SUGARMAN, STEPHEN GEE)

50. If you’ve ever seen the movie Road Trip, you
know how crazy a road trip can get.

49. Looking at Pope Benedict XVI, it’s easy to mis-
take him for a goblin, or hobgoblin.

48. Too much pizza? Call that a good problem to
have.

47. In the 21st century, you can abbreviate anything.

46. Ever wondered how much balloon porn can fit in
a dorm room? Well so did Aaron Kaufman.

45. Son of a bitch! SON. OF. A. BITCH!!

44. I say goblin, you say hobgoblin. Is it really just
semantics?

43. Before putting that parmesan on your pasta, look
twice; it may be Drano…

42. You might not have realized it, but before that
time you died, you were alive.

41. It’s winter on campus, and that means it’s time to
start thinking about which appendages you can do
without.

40. Sure, A is the first letter in the alphabet. But what
if it wasn’t?

39. We forgave them for Abu Ghraib, but how can we
forgive them for Steak Night?

38. Look, this party was AWESOME.

37. Award-winning penmanship will get you many
places, but it won’t get you laid, as this reporter
found out the hard way.

36. I was all-in; royal flush. TOO BAD I WAS PLAY-
ING AGAINST THE DEVIL!!!

35. Yeah, I guess Paris was nice, but it was no
Musser.

34. We were all set for a great party—cold drinks, hot
beats, total babes—and then somebody invited a
hobgoblin.

33. The more surreal it got, the less real it became.

32. They called it a sausage fest, but I didn’t see any
sausage.

31. I was knee-deep in meta-shit, trapped in the pub-
lic stall of life’s meta-gas station.

30. If you’ve ever read an extended list by Dan
Sugarman and Greg Hunter, you may have read that
we were single. We still are. 908 415 3813 and 515 520
7733, respectively.

29. ^

28. Come on now--quit poutin’ and make the most of
your crabs!

27. Radio sucks. Activism sucks. A-capella sucks.
Sports suck. Dance sucks. Improv sucks. Publications
are okay.

26. Sure, we’ve all heard advice on how to ensure
positive roommate relations. But what if your room-
mate’s a hobgoblin?

25. Looking for ways to decorate your prolapse?

24. If you’ve never attended a blood orgy, there are a
few things you ought to know.

23. So you hooked up with a one-handed man? The
road to recovery can be a difficult process.

22. They say that little Miss Muffet sat on her tuffet,
but what happens when the tuffets stop?

21. Instead of the Doormat’s usual focus on concept
and popular culture, this issue we’re focusing strictly
on Byzantine Exotica.

20. Veganism: It seems cool, until the scales start to
show.

19. A-whop-bop-a-loo-bop, a-whop-bam-SARS!

18. Dungeons & Dragons in high school becomes
angel dust and Dragons in college.

17. You may think it’s just a phase, but guess what:
it’s VD.

16. Remember that villain from Spider-Man, the
Hobgoblin? It was about time for another reference
to hobgoblins.

15. I thought I had signed up for the soccer team...not
the ROCKERROCKER team!!!

14. Call me Bitchmael.

13. Are you pumped for the rapture?

12. Transcendentalism? Someone tell Thoreau to take
the stick out.

11. Cocaine: Not just for homework anymore.

10. The hilarity of the situation didn’t compensate for
the anal leakage.

9. After Tamagotchi went out of style, I was about
ready to slit my wrists.

8. Paris Hilton has done it again!

7. Dining Hall staff may seem like a lame job, but it
sure beats professional Dresden firebombing reenac-
tor.

6. There’s a lot of debate about how long we have to
wait before robbing Gerald Ford’s grave.

5. “A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little
minds” - Ralph Waldo Emerson

4. Hedonism may sound like a good idea, but what
happens when the goat calls back?

3. Other than teamwork, what else can we learn from
Eragon?

2. Webster’s Dictionary defines hobgoblin as, “A
mischevious goblin.”

1. Buying your own Latin American island might
seem like a pricey investment, but what if that island
existed only in your mind, and the investment was
just a little bit of imagination. Would you be interest-
ed?

Opening Lines
From Carl
Articles Deemed
Unfit For
Publication50

DOORMATcarl

(GREG HUNTER)

Diligent Carl readers may remember that
last term, we published an article entitled
“Rating the Gould Library’s Least-
Necessary Books”. It was a success, in the
sense that friends mentioned to me that they
had read it. It was a failure in the sense that
the single least essential book in the Gould’s
shelves was overlooked.

Dinopics, by Teruhisa Tajima, is presum-
ably aimed at a hypothetical target audience
where fans of paleontology, nature photog-
raphy, and the completely inexplicable over-
lap. The book contains roughly 80 pages
worth of land- and cityscapes altered to
appear as if they contain prehistoric ani-
mals. Tajima, a Japanese freelance graphic
designer, accomplishes this with varying
degrees of success. Such scenes include:
- Ankylosaurus on the railway
- Tyrannosaurus in San Francisco
- Diplodocus on the atoll of Mana Island
- Triceratops at North Rim, Grand Canyon
- Arsinoitherium, 5:59 P.M.
- Plesiosaurus rides the big wave
- Unidentified Dinosaur
The great white whale of things no one

will ever need, Dinopics demands a spot in
the consciousness of anyone who’s ever
picked up, out of curiosity, one of the
Gould’s more esoteric texts. I knew this
from the moment I laid eyes on it. And like
a svelte, collegiate Ahab, I was going to
bring it to them. Or so I thought. The story of
my struggle is below.
I failed to find work over winter break,

and consequently, I had six weeks of
unstructured time in central Iowa. Fine, I
thought; I would probably need all six for
my article anyway. Now writing about writ-
ing is famously difficult, and writing about
writing about Dinopics doubly so. All I can
say is that when I sat down to write, the
words didn’t come. I had no conceit, no
means of framing Tajima’s work, no means
of even approaching it. Ironically, my frus-
trations were reflected in Tajima’s postscript,
where he describes life prior to Dinopics’
publication:
“I have always been concerned about

unidentified feeling within myself. Maybe I
was having a life crisis. I became impatient,
hoping to find some clarification…I thought
I had seen a Brachiosaurus cast the shadow
of its long neck, so characteristic of the light-
ning dragon, on the gigantic rock surface,
deeply reddening in the morning sun.”
By break’s end, I still had nothing.

And looking back, it was because I hadn’t
been honest with myself to begin with.
Confronted with the irrational, I behaved
irrationally, blinded with a vanity born of
fear. I wanted to write about Dinopics not for
my fellow Carls but for myself, hoping to
give form to my own bewilderment. As
Tajima himself so wisely put it, “To be hon-
est, I was looking forward to this more than
anyone else.” My failure was, more than
anything else, a return ticket to the land of
the living, a receipt for hard-bargained
humility. And perhaps that’s the greatest
lesson that can be learned from a work like
Dinopics: what one learns about oneself.

Deconstructing
Dinopics

(or, How I Failed
To Spend My
Winter Break)

“Tyrannosaurus
in San Francisco

”

“Triceratops at North Rim, Grand Canyon”

“Ceratosau
rus in an ab

andoned oi
l field”

“Pentaceratops crossing the road”

“Brachiosaurus at Monterey Beach”



As a freshman returning to the cold, slightly awk-
ward academic world of Carleton College, I quickly
experienced a major epiphany. Instead of spending my
days reading a depressing number of books about
social injustice or writing papers on the importance of
the Oglala Sioux Yuwipi tribal ceremony, I would
choose the road less traveled. The road better paid.
The road that includes lots of free stuff and only mar-
ginally less self respect.

That’s right…I no longer want to change the world
or be a doctor. My tentative ten-year plan is, in a nut-
shell, to marry rich. Before anyone gives me a long-
winded speech about how hard my foremothers have

RECURRING WORDS

Reddit.com
One thing that’s awesome about the internet today is how easy it is to acquire a free
blog to aggregate our own content and speak out your mind. The only problem is

that the blogosphere is just like
humanity: for every good blog
worth reading, there are 1,000
that suck so bad you get an
aneurism. Today there is a bur-

geoning cottage industry of websites that filter out the crap and give us the
goods. Enter reddit. This is a social news website that can be used as a starting
point for your browsing routine. Users submit links to blogs with interesting
posts, and the community votes them ‘up’ or ‘down’ based on the content of the
post. Since thousands of stories are submitted daily, only the most interesting
make it to the front page. While there are already sites like this, reddit is unique
in that the site keeps track of your user habits. If you cast enough votes, the site
can get idea of what sort of headlines you like and dislike and will cater to your
tastes. Pretty nifty, huh?

audiomap.tuneglue.net/
Tuneglue is a flash tool that allows you to create a visual representation connecting
musicians you like to related artists. The site is powered by using data from last.fm
(another site worth checking out, last.fm tracks iTunes user behavior and presents
the data to the public). You type in an artist that you’re curious about, and a little cir-
cle with their name pops up into the window. You can then click on the circle to read
the artist’s discography, buy their albums, or (here’s the cool part) you can click

“expand.” If you do this, seven nodes will pop out of that artist, each representing
an artist that (according to last.fm) many people also listen. The end result is a large
web of artists, each connected to each other based on user-listening habits. If you
only expand artists that you actually listen to, you’ll find that after a while you’ll
have a huge web that looks remarkably like your iTunes library…. and if you don’t
have iTunes then you have issues. Jerome and I made up a game to play that kept us
occupied for 10 minutes: pick two completely different artists, and race to get from
point A to B through expanding. Challenge: Start with Johnny Cash and end at Paris

Hilton. Good luck.

http://www.wikiafterdark.com/
Forget the Carleton sex blog on
caucus, because that pales in
comparison to this long over-
due wiki. This is the how-to
wiki for hooking up, and it
works exactly like Wikipedia.
Finally, collective knowledge
building is being utilized for
something worthwhile.

http://cliche.theinfo.org/
“[Political] prose consists less
and less of words chosen for

the sake of their meaning, and more and more of phrases tacked together like the
sections of a prefabricated hen-house.” --George Orwell, Politics and the English
Language
Copy and paste any amount of text, press “enter,” and the site will highlight every
cliché in red. You’d be surprised how many prepackaged phrases you use.

EIGHT / 12.january.07 NINE / 12.january.07

(GWEN KIRBY)
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i am poet

When Amber observed that Thai “could be a farmer
in those clothes”, she meant it as an insult. Here at
Carleton, however, Amber’s bitchiness could easily be
misinterpreted as a compliment (and that’s not just
because we in friendly Minnesota and not Southern
California). Thai’s brand of cute/loser grunge is hitting
our freezing campus hard.

If one piece could some up pre-make over Thai, it
would have to be the quintessential plaid flannel shirt.
And sure enough, during a lap around the fourth floor
of the libe one spies well-loved plaids peeking out
everywhere from underneath sweatshirts and sweaters.
Many of these fuzzy shirts have undoubtedly been sal-
vaged from fifth grade- they’ve got the stains and rips
to prove it. However, some new styles have emerged
this season including pretty plaid palettes and sexier fit-
ted silhouettes. Thai would be so pleased.

And what could you wear with your flannel, but a
pair of ripped jeans. Always a staple at Carleton, stu-
dents are now accentuating tares by layering the old
pants with dark leggings or long-underwear. Those
who stupidly threw away their ripped jeans achieve a

properly
layered look by
rolling their pants up to
reveal leggings underneath.
Girlier fashionistas create a flirty
touch by flashing the ankles of lace-edged
leggings. An alternative to ripped jeans are black
jeans, the ultimate faux pas turned universally cool.

Backpacks are also making a bang again. These new
styles aren’t your massive old initialed L.L.Bean clas-
sics. They are sleeker, sportier, and yet still make you
look pretty much as dorky as you did back then.

Another mid-nineties style hit that we are evoking to
battle the cold is the oversized knit hat. Last seen in old
TLC videos, these floppy berets recently popped up on
the Marc Jacobs fall/winter runway. Now they are all
over Northfield.

If grungy pre-makeover Thai is the Dr. Jenkyl of
winter 2007 fashion, Mr. Hyde must also make an
appearance. And so he has in the form of the Cher and
Dionne wannabees who are crowding the campus.

The image of Cher’s brilliantly hued wardrobe

revolving seems to have left a permanent impression on
our sense of colors. Highlighter-like shades of green,
pink, yellow, and orange are standing out against the
drab dead grass and trees.

While fake fur usually gets some play in winter, per-
haps in a refined jacket collar or boot lining, never
before has it been so pervasive a trend on campus as
right now. Students are sporting fur boots. hats, sweat-
shirts and more with all the effortless ditziness of
Amber.

Since one cannot really wear nice fake fur with a big
old backpack, it is not really a surprise that mini-back-
packs are also regaining popularity.

So why while most of the world is parading around
in cute high-heeled winter boots and lovely little
cropped jackets are we stuck making wardrobe refer-
ences to everyone’s favorite fifth grade movie? Maybe
the accomplished women of Carleton are gracefully
reaching back into the past with a wink of fashion
humor. Maybe we have never really moved on. As Cher
would say, “whatever”.

Layered & Leighton

(HALLIE SCOTT)
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Normally, I tend to take the attitude
never start a sentence with that phrase,
“So, I read in The New Yorker,” but lately
it has been harder to do. For my 21st
birthday I asked for a subscription to The
New Yorker from my parents and got a
“look” [from my father]. To diffuse his
(my) fear that I could become someone
who takes The New Yorker too seriously, I
replied that it was a know-thy-enemy
situation. It is hard to admit that, some-
times, I am the enemy.

Which brings me to last Friday’s con-
vocation. Anne Fadiman spoke about
writing her book The Spirit Catches You
and You Fall Down, which actually began
as a freelance assignment for The New
Yorker. Fadiman recalled giving up a
steady job of nine and a half years at a
different magazine just for the chance to
freelance an article that might be pub-
lished. Her article grew to a three part
series, represented years of work, and,
ultimately, was rejected because of a
change in management at the magazine.

Addressing the audience, Fadiman
said, “You students will not remember
this, but I am sure the faculty will.” She
then told us about the woman who took
over just as Fadiman’s article came up

for publication. Apparently, this editor
was “known” for publishing anything
that wasn’t stories about “epileptic
Hmong toddlers.” My first feeling when
I heard her say this was one of belong-
ing. I would be a professor who could
smile knowingly when The New Yorker
was referenced. My second thought was,
who the hell is the current editor-in-chief
anyway?

The subtitle to Fadiman’s book, A
Hmong Child, Her American Doctors, and
the Collision of Two Cultures, gives a fairly
good idea what the book is about. The
experiences she related focused on what
she called “failures in communication,”
and her “method” for overcoming or at
least diffusing those failures struck me
as relevant: to me, to The New Yorker,
and to life after Carleton.

Fadiman said that her interview ses-
sions with the sick Hmong child’s par-
ents had two phases, an “in the house”
phase and an “in the car” phase. “In the
house” was when she was actively ask-
ing questions and having answers trans-
lated to her. “In the car” happened after-
wards and consisted of the translator
explaining the subtext that Fadiman had
noticed but not been able to understand.

She noted that “in the car” was where
the real “translating” took place. It was
the translation of cultures.

So what is Carleton? Are we “in the
house” or “in the car”? It occurred to
me, are we doing all of this in the wrong
order? If “in the house” is confusing and
ambiguous and a space where excessive
questions become more offensive than
they are constructive, isn’t that like the
real world? That mysterious place for
which shiny, scratch resistant resumes
are made so that no one knows that you
might still have questions, still have no
idea what you want or where you are
going. Conversely, Carleton should be
“in the car.” All the ideas we don’t
understand are, at least in theory, open
to discussion, debate and explanation.
The professors who know the cultures
we want to join, the culture of literary
critics or scientists or politicians, are here
to show us how to read between the
lines and perhaps point out which lines
are actually worth looking under to
begin with.

How sad, then, that we have to ask
all of our questions before we have even
half of the ones being “in the house” will
give to us! I suppose that is why the

ACT office yells at us to come help the
“real” Northfield and Off Campus
Studies promises us that the “real”
world abroad will only make us more
complex people. I worry, though, that
going from the car to the house will
make me use sentences like “So, I read
in The New Yorker” not to share an idea,
but deflect a feeling that I should
already have the answers. After all, I am
graduating with a van load of books, not
to mention a truck load of debt.

If my tone becomes despairing or
fearful when I talk about the real world,
attribute it to the fact that as a senior,
real life is looming large and that deci-
sion to wait on graduate school seems
more risky every moment. I thank
Carleton for every (or at least almost
every) moment I have had here. Still,
hearing Anne Fadiman talk on Friday
made me think about how odd the
process of education can be at times.
Fadiman did have hope for us all,
though. Recalling her rejection from The
New Yorker, she said, “Embarrassment is
very useful. Turn it to your advantage.”
Perhaps Carleton has best prepared me
to blush gracefully, recover, and turn the
world to my advantage.

Anne Fadiman: Bringing The New Yorker from the Car to the House
WEBmasters 2.5

Face it: each one of you has about 10 bookmarks that you check religously at every campus com-
puter. By your powers combined, you, as a student body, are only familiar with rough-

ly 50 sites. If we had never heard of the Internet, we’d assume that those sites (Facebook, CNN, ESPN,
Wikipedia, Live Journal, Carleton homepage, etc…) are all that is out there in this world wide web. You peo-
ple are living in a cave of shadows, and we are the philosopher kings who have seen the light, and we are
here to open your eyes and help you access a world beyond your current state of limited-surfage.

(JASON HITCHCOCK & JEROME POTTER)

start with k-fed and
see what you get...

worked to erase the notion that women only enroll in
prestigious schools to find a wealthy husband and
leave book-learning behind forever, I would like to
point out that I’m a potential English major and that
the Intro to Women’s Studies course was only offered
at an ungodly early time, so I am nothing more than a
product of my surroundings.

The reasons to choose gold-digging over any other
potential career path for which Carleton prepares one
are too extensive to list in one article, so I will only put
forth the most compelling arguments.

First and foremost, I am at a liberal arts college and
have no interest in majoring in Biology or Economics.
No offense to English, Philosophy or Religion majors,
but I feel that strategically basing my life around the
success of my future husband’s career might be a little
more safe as far as real-world preparation goes. A liber-
al arts education is meant to give you the leadership
skills that will magically become useful later in life, but
the way I see it, I can use that hard-earned ingenuity to
lead my potential husband to buy me a rock roughly
the size of Pluto.

Another undeniable argument is that…well, school
is hard. I realize that it’s only the second term of my
freshman year – that’s the POINT. It will only get hard-
er from here on in, and I think I would rather make
boring conversation with pre-med boys than attempt to
maintain my GPA and a respectable number of
extracurricular activities in addition to deciding what I
want to do with my life.

So who’s with me? Before everyone jumps on the
gold digga bandwagon, I have to warn that it’s hard
out there for a pimpette. It’s more difficult to get your

MRS at Carleton than it is at your average state school
because frats are the most obvious place to look for
future business leaders with relatively low standards.
Not only has Carleton eschewed fraternities, but a
quick glance at the Student Organizations webpage
reveals that there is also no Future Business Leaders of
America, nor a Yacht Club. Granted, Minnesota is
inland, but that would only really deter the least per-
sistent of boaters. This leaves one with a lack of an
obvious group to target (read: stalk).

Another problem is that Carleton’s daunting tuition
limits the possibility of taking advantage of the recent
leaps that have been made in the field of plastic sur-
gery. With a couple tens of thousands of dollars, I could
basically BE a five-foot-three Jessica Simpson.
However, if I drop out of school and use my parent’s
hard-earned money to do a full-body makeover, I
would be left trying to woo gas station attendants in
my hometown of Peoria, Illinois. The paradox is a hard
one to handle.

But all is not lost. Aspiring women (or men, it’s the
21st century) can still hang around the American
Medical Student Association or the Carleton
Investment Group. Also, count the number of North
Face logos on a target: anywhere from two to four
should be considered a green flag. If you’re getting des-
perate, try approaching any boy with an acoustic guitar
an asking, in an incredulous voice, “Oh my god, Chad?
Didn’t I see you at the Cape last summer?”

So good luck, fellow aspiring free-loaders. I only
hope that many of you, like me, discover your life plan
early and can say without shame, “Fuck class, I’m mar-
rying rich.”

achieving the

MMMMRRRRSSSS

going for the gold: 

(KELSEY ANTLE)
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BBiigg SScchhooooll,,  LLiittttllee SScchhooooll..
(ELLEN MOREHOUSE)

�UPPER

iceless rink
pumpkin spice coffee, wtf?

almost no work, yet...
being back (awww)

�DOWNER

My phone rings in the middle of some pre-hockey
festivities. I pick out “Ellen! We’re at the Calledet
building. How do we get to you?” over the loud co-eds
in Davis and our Spice-Girls pump-up music. The
Calledet building? So yes, I am a freshman, but I
thought I had a handle on our fair campus. I get flus-
tered. Where are they coming from? From what direc-
tion? Are they lost by farmhouse? Evans? I am so not
equipped to direct them towards Burton.

I take my chances and look for them. Friday nights
should begin with an adventure. “Anna stay where
you are; I’m going to come find you.” She’s skeptical of
my searching abilities. Leaving the doors of Burton, I
hear a familiar voice echo from in front of Sayles.
Found them! My friends are shocked that I made it
across campus so quickly.  I’m shocked that I wasn’t
aware of the huge sign over Sayles – a big change in
our small world.

My friends from Hopkins High School, Anna and
Joeva, are still on break from George Washington
University (right in the middle of D.C.) and UC San
Diego so they came to visit me here. Both GW and

UCSD are large universities; places I could never imag-
ine being happy going to school, but they both love
college so far. I’m worried that Anna, who goes to
clubs in D.C. and hangs out at the monuments, and
Joeva, who lives in San Diego, will judge my little
Northfield life.

I take them to the hockey game. While making our
way through Davis and Burton, through Sayles, and
onto the Bus, I introduce them to  what feels like most
of the Carleton freshman class. Anna tells me I’m pop-
ular, and Joeva corrects her: it’s a small school. They’re
both amazed at how many people I know and how
many familiar faces I see on one bus.

At the game the talk turns to boys and Jo and Anna
ask about last term’s hookups. A Carl turns one row
back and points: “I’ve hooked up with the boys in that
row.” Anna and Joeva pull their collars. Maturity and
social graces are qualities that Carleton’s size forces us
to learn. 

Joeva repeatedly talks about the collegiate feel of
our halls and I know what she means. First Burton is
covered with inside joke door decs, and I need only

walk down the hall peeking in doors to find something
good to do. 

After winning the game (!) we stand outside. Cold
and disparaging at the lack of transportation home,
Anna and Joeva grumble about calling a taxi. My
dears, I don’t know if they have taxis in Northfield, I
think. But no, we are not getting a taxi. In what world
do people get taxis? 

Back at Carleton, I get a call to go to Evans. My
girls don’t want to walk across campus. Because, it’s
12:30 and by the time we get there, they think, it will
be at least 1:10. They’re set in their ways and I say
goodbye, while they jump into the car to head home.
They won’t let me walk, though, because campuses are
dangerous at night. We live in different worlds, and I
often take for granted the safety of our campus. Or that
I always know someone to eat with in the dining hall
and probably also their social history. Granted, univer-
sities lend more anonymity and privacy, something we
all wish for at some point here, usually after an event-
ful weekend. But, Carleton is comfortable and Carleton
is home.

5 BREAK BOOKS
(that you probably missed)

1)  The Omnivore’s Dilemma: A Natural History of Four Meals
by Michael Pollan
Because: Food politics affect everyone.

2)  A Spot of Bother
by Mark Haddon
Because: You loved Curious Incident of the Dog in the Nighttime.

3)  Dreams from My Father
by Barack Obama
Because: If you’re not a liberal, you should be.

4)  Absurdistan: A Novel
by Gary Shetyngart
Because: Hilarious.

5)  War and Peace
by Leo Tolstoy
Because: Winter break is long.

I am a freshman (1),  and this past winter break
was my first time going back home since arriving at
Carleton in September. After spending my fall term
immersed in a seemingly endless tide of essays, proj-
ects, practices, lessons and probably more reading
than my town has contained in its entire library, I was
more than ready to return home when November 21
rolled around. However, I do have the cojones (2)  to
admit that I felt some sadness at the prospect of leav-
ing my new friends and floormates (3) and, to be per-
fectly honest, I had some anxieties about returning

home. 
Why the anxiety? Well I had of course heard some

of the standard first-time-home-from-college phrases,
such as the “home just isn’t home anymore” comment
and other bemoaning verbalizations of this nature,
from my friends who had already been home on
break. Also, as TV, movies, and great literature have
made evident, people change when they go away for
extended periods of time (4), especially during major
transitions such as that of switching from the role of
high schooler to that of college kid (5).   

However, and this may be of no surprise, my wor-
ries were for the most part unfounded as I discovered
when I arrived home, I had not changed much, at least
as far as I could tell, and despite what others had
expressed to me about the lack of homeness they expe-
rienced upon returning to their primary place of resi-
dence, my home was still my home (6). 

So the moral of the story? Well to put it quite sim-
ply, “don’t worry so much of the damn time.” As I
have learned, on this occasion as well as others, there
is usually not anything to worry about.

(1) If possible, please suspend any feelings of disgust, repugnance, and/or
blatant hatred that you may be feeling for the duration of the article.
(2) Well not literally…that would be weird…like really weird.
(3) Oh 2nd Myers, I love you so much that even if you were a baby alligator
that my mom said I couldn’t have I’d sneak you in the house anyway and
hide you in my bathtub.
(4) Like in Wuthering Heights when Catherine goes to stay with the

Earnshaws and, to Heathcliff’s dismay, comes back all prim and proper.
(5) I don’t know how much changing I expected to do in two and a half
months but that’s a freshman for you I suppose. 
(6) Except for a particularly good bump in the sidewalk in front of my house,
perfect for riding one’s bike over, which the city suddenly decided to fix dur-
ing the 2.5 months I was away even though it had been there for 18+ years.
Go figure. 

A Short Musing on Winter Break. (ALLYSON HERBST)

(KATE ALPER)
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I admit that as I enter the Great Hall I’m a little

nervous and more than a little skeptical. I’ve decided to
bite the bullet and, like more than 200 Carls before me,
try calling up alumni and asking them for their credit
card numbers. It shouldn’t be a big deal. There’s some
phone fund-raising in my past and grad students have
tons of extra cash, right?

As I walk in, the room is already packed.
About 60 students sit in clumps at 16 tables,
some hunched over phones, but more writing
post cards or scholarship thank yous between
bites of gyro pizza and chips. They’re framed
on three sides by long tables, streamers and
balloons, trying gamely to make the room look
festive. At the first table, we register and are
given pink packets for tallying our point
totals. 

This year they’ve devised a new motivator
to get us the right frame of mind, namely, “I
want a flash drive.” Each hour attended, post
card written, and dollar pledged, earns points,
with more granted for a $5,000 dollar donation
than a pithy thank you. Then on Friday, we
can use points to bid on items such as that
Sleep-number bed in the NNB. Of course, if I
can’t make it on Friday, I could also earn 500
points to get a 100-MG flash drive or another high-
roller reward. No problem. My team, the fighting ‘Dirty
Secrets’ is ready to spend one, maybe even two, hours
getting “gifts” for the school.

If I sound overly snarky about the fundraising
process, I don’t mean to. At the second long table I
speak with Annual Fund Rob Herrick and Chris Clark
(‘95), and they both impress me with their earnest, yet
realistic, perspective. Although this is Rob’s first and
Chris’s eighth year involved, they struck similar cords
in regard to the drive’s “built in constituency” of alums
and the importance of the cause. Right out of college,
both spent time in the private sector cold calling, man-
aging for companies such as Target, and knowing that
they wanted to be doing something more meaningful.
For them, the final numbers are only part of the point. 

Yes, we needs money to keep services like The Write
Place in business, but letters and calls are also an

opportunity for students to “think about what it
means” to receive a scholarship or live in a town house.
I was also surprised to discover that “many [alums]
asked to be put on the [annual fund’s] list.” They’d
rather speak with a current student than a fellow grad-
uate, and it gives them
the chance to gossip about dorms and their old profes-

sors.
Since, unlike other schools, we don’t hire outside

callers, Volunteer for Carleton also allows for more
encounters of the current Carl/ former Carl kind. Rob
tells me of one fundraising call last fall where the alum
had a four-year-old daughter who “already knew that
she was going to Carleton.” Her parents put her on the
phone, and the two talked for 10 minutes until finally
the caller gave the girl her address, so “she could write
a letter with all the reasons she was coming to Carleton
and why she loved talking on the phone with the stu-
dent.” You just don’t get that kind of relationship with
the guy calling about insurance premiums.

Several students give similar explanations for why
they’re helping out. Lacey Dorman ‘09 has already
spent more than seven hours writing and calling. In
that time, she’s racked up over 400 points, but says that
the opportunity to “give back” is the real motivator.

Not, of course that she wasn’t pretty excited to get a
“sweet, sweet coffee mug.”

And then there’s that flash drive. Alyssa Lubet ‘07
cites the fun environment, free food, and friendly
alums, but it always comes back to the 100 MG. It may
even be worth those cash calls. Alyssa has tried it, and
it sound painless enough. Lacey thinks that later

Tuesday or
Wednesday she
might try, although
she’s not sure “how
comfortable [she’ll]
be.”

I understand.
Now that I’m done
with interviews I
actually have to try
this calling thing.
Rob nearly beams
when I ask for a list
of names and sends
me over to Annie
Burmeister, a year-
round student
employee, for some
quick training. 

She talks me though the calling script, which resem-
bles a goal-oriented make-your-own-story book; if they
will happily give, follow the right arrow. If they won’t,
follow the right, and so on. The other sheet covers
responses to an array of objections from unemployment
to death. 

Ten minutes later, I’m off to find a phone and an
anticlimactic end to the night. Once I get past the first
person to actually say something, things go just fine.
This is in part because everyone is either absent or has
already given to the school. In one case a woman has
sent off a check only three days earlier and yet doesn’t
sound irritated. In fact, all of the alums are exceptional-
ly kind and gracious considering that I’m calling dur-
ing dinner. In time I admit momentary defeat. 

Today, I shall have to leave with my sweet mug, but
on Thursday I will be back for my even sweeter digni-
ty.

A
the

listi (ANNE CZERNEK)
A semester abroad is sure to leave its

mark on the sensitive liberal arts college
student. With the large part of the junior
class returned (as well as a handful of
sophomores and seniors), campus seems to
be brimming with an especially pretentious
population of world travelers. Following
are a few signs that you or someone you
know was abroad (mentally replace pro-
nouns as appropriate):
•  polyester/viscose “pashminas” are now
a staple of your wardrobe 
•  there is a small child clearly not related
to you in your Facebook photo
•   your opinions on Flemish art have been

polarized, and you find opportunities to
express them in casual conversation
•  Northfield’s club scene seems more lack-
ing than ever
•  your accessories have “awesome stories”
behind them
•  you think your life would now make a
great novel; in fact, you’ve already written
the first twelve pages
•  you assume all the freshmen are
Northfield middle school students being
tutored by ACT
•  you’ve perfected the “boyfriend in front
of monument” genre of photography
•  drugs

OVERHEARD IN NORTHFIELD

"Button shirt = no
sex"
"It was like I was trying to
build a village or some-
thing"

"There are plenty of good
ways to get high, pooping a
lot is not one of them"

"'I'll tell you this, when our
forefathers John Adams,
Ben Franklin, and Sam
Adams brough forth this
great nation, they created
the holiday of Halloween
for drinking and candy and
less clothes, and for that we
are proud of them as a
nation."

are YOU listening? 
send overheards to 

whitebe@carleton.edu

notes
(RACHEL CARROLL)

from thecrowd



When I was little I used to hate having to go to the coop to shop for food. This
was many years ago before food coops lost their hippy ruggedness and became
more gentrified with clean, Scandinavian designed interiors. Back in those days
granola was stored in giant, wooden barrels and scary-looking ladies with long
braids roamed the aisles with dirty woven bags full of wheat germ and flax seed.
After my sister and I found maggots living in our granola we were pretty much
scarred for life. Both of us cursed our mother for not getting over her hippy stage
earlier so we could spend our afternoons eating trans-fat, drinking soda and
watching TV. Instead, while my mother continued her fulfilling work as an envi-
ronmental educator, we ate trail mix, wore hand-me-downs and played with
sticks.

These days being a hippy is a whole lot more chic and fabulous. Even my
mom looks better, wearing streamlined, high-tech gear from REI instead of her old
dumpy wind-breakers and sweatshirts with some stupid animal on them. The
Northfield Just Food Coop is proof of how far living green has come since my
childhood. The painted windows, prayer flag draped aisles and homey atmos-
phere were enough to draw me in. The produce section prominently featured win-
ter root vegetables along with handy soup tips, subtly urging all of us to eat in
season.

I recalled nostalgically the roasted root vegetable my mother makes during the
winter. Deceptively simple, they are wonderfully delicious. Simply cut up carrots,
beets, parsnips, turnips and rutabaga, brush with olive oil and salt, and place
under the broiler for about 20 minutes. Voilà! A delicious side dish without all the
transportation costs. The produce is also ingeniously right next to the salad dress-
ing, a move that someone probably should have thought of sooner.

To my great relief, the granola is no longer kept in barrels where maggots may
roam free. The whole array is now kept in high tech and sleek tubes that line an
entire aisle and feature such tantalizing flavors as ginger zing, French vanilla,
coconut almond and raspberries with cream. (Although be careful, while trying to
fill a bag with dry roasted almonds I managed to spill half of it on the floor.)

Make sure you stop by the dairy section to check out the impressive selection
of local and artisanal chesses. After lusting over a wedge of Manchego Reseva,
extra aged sheep’s milk cheese from Spain, I finally settled on a reasonably priced
chunk of cave aged cheddar. It’s wonderfully nutty while still mild. For those of
you who want to live the natural life but not go over to the veggie side, the coop
also sells locally raised, free range meat. I swear after you try free range beef you
will never go back. Factory farm raised steaks seem like nothing more than flavor-
less, bloody sponges.

However, a coop is more than just a natural food store. You could, after all, go
to any Whole Foods and find the same brand names stocked, get a bite to eat at
the sushi bar and pop in for a massage at the “life styles center.” So why even
bother with a coop? Well, coops are member owned. Although anyone can shop at
the coop, those who have a membership not only get a discount but also control
part of the business. So no douche-bag from headquarters with an inferiority com-
plex can decide that it’s a better business decision to sell coffee made with the
blood of third world babies. Instead, all members have a vote in business deci-
sions and the coop can go on selling shade-grown, fair-trade, free-love coffee.

The Northfield coop also makes a point of supporting local farmers and of pro-
viding education programs for the community. For those of you who also had to
suffer through a coop childhood, the Northfield coop offers reciprocity with many
other coops. So you can do like I did and use my parents’ coop number to get a
discount. It’s all enough to make me feel warm and fuzzy inside, and that’s not
just the cup of Ethiopian dark Peace Coffee I just brewed myself. So for all Carls,
on board or off, I recommend a stop by the Northfield coop. If I can get over my
apprehension so can you. You know what this means though, don’t you? I’m turn-
ing into my mother.
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I’m almost certain every wine-drinker in the world has at least a passing
knowledge of this week’s grape, so it’s about time I got around to writing
about it. This week’s subject: Merlot.

In the past few years, merlot has gotten a bad reputation among some
wine drinkers, who refer to themselves as connoisseurs (though could just as
reasonably be called “snobs”). Their main complaint, from what I can tell, is
that it’s a wine that’s too accessible – its taste is such that it can be appreciat-
ed by a wide range of people.

Personally, I hated merlot up until the point I wrote this column, but for
entirely different reasons: the two or three different ones I had had were terri-
ble. Fortunately, for this week’s column I’ve dug up some delicious samples,
and it’s turned me around entirely on the grape. It’s still not one of my
favorites, but I would certainly take it if offered to me (which was not the
case before I tried these three). It seems that the key with this grape is to real-
ly give it a chance – while it might take a couple tries to find something you
like, I’d be willing to bet you eventually do find something. Starting with the
three below might be a good jumping-off point.

The merlot grape is one of the most common in the world’s vineyards,
despite its relative youth compared to such grapes as cabernet franc or syrah.
In U.S. wine production, merlot is frequently used as a varietal wine, bottled
alone, whereas European wines more often use it in blends to soften the taste
(especially wines from Bordeaux). Good merlots have a medium-bodied,
highly fruity taste, and are almost always very low on tannins (the woody-
flavored characteristic). The three wines mentioned below all fit this general
profile. Enjoy!

2005 Pepperwood Grove (California), $8.99 at Firehouse Liquor
This young wine is relatively light on the tongue, which is surprising with

a merlot – every other one I’ve had has tasted very woody, very tannin-y.
The in-glass scent of this implied that it would follow that suit, but the fra-
grance has very little effect on what is actually a very fruity drink. I would-
n’t go quite as far as to describe the taste as sour, but it certainly leans in that
direction. It’s certainly not my favorite wine, but it smashed my previous
hatred of merlot. 3/5 for breaking stereotypes.

2005 Papio (Woodbridge, CA), $6.99 at Firehouse Liquor
The nose of this second wine is best described as “dark.” It gives the

impression of, as much as I hate to repeat the description, a very woody
wine. Fortunately, though, much like with the first reviewed wine, the scent
has very little bearing on the actual taste. It’s mostly mellow in character,
though still has a little bite to it. The taste is once again forward, but doesn’t
have the same acidity as the first. 3.5/5, since it doesn’t give such a sour
impression as the first.

2004 Aquinas (California), $14.99 at Firehouse Liquor
The third wine of this issue’s column happens to be produced, as it turns

out, by the same company as the Pepperwood Grove mentioned above. Once
again, my previously-held view of merlot didn’t hold up, as there are no tan-
nins anywhere near the taste of this surprisingly smooth wine. This is at once
the most generically red and most delicious of the three in today’s column.
While nothing particularly stands out, it comes across as a reasonably tasty,
reasonably normal red wine – not distinctly a merlot, but not distinctly any-
thing else either. 4/5.

Lentil Soup
Serves two, freezes well

4-6 oz dry lentils
1 tomato
2 teeth of garlic
½ an onion
¼ cup water
1 bay leaf
at least 1 tbsp red wine vinegar

(lemon juice may be substituted)
salt

Place lentils, ¼ of an onion, one clove garlic and about
one teaspoon salt into a pot. Fill with water so that it is
1/3 lentils, 2/3 water. Bring to a boil and then let sim-
mer until lentil are tender but before the skins loosen,
about 45 minutes. Remove chunk of onion and garlic.

Blend together tomato, ¼ of an onion, and a clove of
garlic (or finely chop if no blender/vegetable mill is
available) with about ¼ cup water. Heat oil in a small
frying pan and sauté sauce until it turns bright red.
Strain with a mesh colander (optional) into cooked
lentils. Add bay leaf and red wine vinegar, let simmer
for about 15-20 minutes, until the soup takes on the fla-
vor of the sauce and vinegar.

Note: more vinegar and salt will probably be needed—
it is very difficult to overdo these, so keep adding until
the flavor comes out to your taste!

Greek (inspired) Salad
Salad: chop one tomato, one cucumber (peeled, halved lengthwise with
insides scooped out), ½ (red) onion, 6-8 black or kalamata olives, one
bell pepper and toss with crumbled feta cheese. These are the typical
ingredients of a greek salad, but the dressing is the key component so
feel free to substitute or add other vegetables (spinach, green beans,
etc).

Dressing: mix 3 tbsp red wine vinegar, 2 tbsp olive oil, one pressed
(finely chopped) clove garlic, ¼ tsp salt, 1/8 tsp pepper, and ½ tsp
oregano. Pour over salad right before serving and toss well.

On January 1, 2007, the latest issue of Gourmet clutched in my eager left
hand, I boarded a Minneapolis-bound plane thinking happy thoughts. For two
years I had suffered chewy hamburgers and had pushed around the scoop of
uninspired pasta plopped onto my plate, or else resigned myself to the
salad/waffle dinner combo. But no more, I murmured with an intensity that
elicited nervous stares from my fellow passengers. After seven months away
from Sodexho, I refused to go back to their well-intentioned dinners that nev-
ertheless paved the way to hell. A lovely apartment awaited me with a kitchen
of my own. I’d be free (free!) to concoct all sorts of culinary delights.

Then the second day of classes rolled around and somehow I was already
behind on my homework. Striding into the kitchen determined to whip some-
thing up anyway, I realized I had few ingredients to whip and even fewer
utensils to whip them up with. And, oh yes, my roommate’s a vegetarian.
Running away to the LDC had never sounded so good.

Thus, 72 hours after my ambitious departure, I was viciously assaulted by
the dilemma facing every cooking student: how to make something nourishing
and interesting despite limited time, cooking equipment and ingredients. The
last thing I needed was a finicky cooking magazine whose recipes required
expensive specialty ingredients leaving no room for improvisation.
Nevertheless, I was not ready to break out the mac-and-cheese. It was high
time, I decided, that someone write a culinary column for Carleton college stu-
dents. I mean it has such a nice ring to it, and since I’d be puttering around the
kitchen anyway…

That day, I made the lentil soup and Greek-inspired salad featured in this
first episode. One of my preferred legumes, the lens culinaris has the added
advantaged of a high level of protein, coming second only to the soybean as
far as vegetables rank. And while it does take an hour for the lentils to cook,
the process it delightfully hands-off. The end result is a simple stew that just
about makes you forget the frigid walk home. Don’t be fooled by the few
ingredients, though—this is a flavorful soup thanks to the clear taste of the red
wine vinegar which also enhances the lentils mealy tenderness.

A salad and a slice of crusty white bread more than complete the meal,
especially if the salad is composed of a variety of vegetables (which also means
it tastes great even if you don’t have all of them). The perfect finish would be
authentic Greek yogHurt drizzled with honey, but such creamy delights are
not to be found at Econofoods. Plain yoghurt does quite nicely as a refreshing
end to the hearty soup, or if you happen to have a cheesecloth lying around,
straining ordinary yoghurt results a similar consistency though the taste will
remain unaltered. Either way, you’ll be sure to leave the table a happy camper.

(ABI CELIS)

Choosing the Greek way, or, saying no to Sodexho
(JOHN CHOINIERE)Veritas de Vino

(AMELIA HINTZEN)
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New Orleans,
fifteen months later
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""TThhaatt ssppiirriitt iiss iinn tteerrrriibbllee jjeeooppaarrddyy rriigghhtt nnooww...... IIff iitt ddiieess,, ssoommee--
tthhiinngg pprreecciioouuss aanndd pprrooffoouunndd wwiillll ggoo oouutt ooff tthhee wwoorrlldd ffoorreevveerr..""

--TToomm PPiiaazzzzaa,, WWhhyy NNeeww OOrrlleeaannss MMaatttteerrss

First Impressions � Olivia Killeen

Part of the roof has collapsed.  A screen door hangs by one hinge, a tree lies
prone across the front porch, and a pile of rubble serves as a doormat. The body count,
written boldly in black spray paint, scars the once vibrantly colored siding. This house
is not alone.  It is flanked on either side by hundreds of similar looking houses that go
on for blocks and blocks. 

I don’t know what I expected New Orleans’s Ninth Ward to look like over a
year after Hurricane Katrina. But it wasn’t this. It wasn’t a place where the water is
unsafe to drink. It wasn’t a place where military police trundle past in Humvees. It
wasn’t a place where street after street of roofless homes and fallen basketball hoops
lay in broken testament to the hundreds of thousands of lives devastated by Hurricane
Katrina.   

At a gas station in the Ninth Ward, where I’d stopped to buy bottled water
before a day of gutting, the owner told me, “Be careful. Don’t walk around here at
night—even with friends. Stay inside. This isn’t a place for you at night.”  Later that
evening, I walked with friends down Bourbon Street in the heart of the French Quarter.
Although tourism has supposedly declined significantly since the storm, the street was 

still packed with tourists. Employees beckoned from their shops, bars, restaurants,
and clubs. Jazz blared from some of the establishments. 

A man on the second story balcony of a restaurant threw shiny green Mardi
Gras beads down at a beautiful woman in the street below. His friends laughed when
he missed; she smiled coyly up at him and kept walking. Neon signs flash, advertis-
ing daiquiris, t-shirts, exotic dancers. How was it that in the course of the day I’ve trav-
eled all the way from the depressed Ninth Ward to this enclave of indulgence? 

In the French Quarter, I almost forgot about gutting, hurricanes, poverty, and
all the other issues that had been dominating my thoughts earlier in the day—at least
until it was time to find our way back to the Ninth Ward. We tried to get back by bus,
but a local at a tourist kiosk told us that she couldn’t give us a map of the bus route
because the buses didn’t really have a route. Or a schedule. In fact, she wasn’t sure if
they were even running at all. We asked a police officer nearby if he knew the best way
to get back to the Ninth Ward. He stared at us and told us with authority that we defi-
nitely shouldn’t go there. “Why would you want to?” he scoffed. “All you’ll see is dev-
astation.” 

This winter break over thirty Carleton students, professors
and faculty spent a week working to rebuild New Orleans’
historic Ninth Ward.  Joining a relief commune––Common
Ground––living in an abandoned school, the Carls gutted
houses, practiced cooperative living and participated in
political activism.  There, the Carls tasted the Ninth Ward’s
complex fusion of art, poverty, African-American history,
grief, communal solidarity, crime, and culture.
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Gutting & Politics � Lena Tjosvold

During what Common Ground
called “political education” we learned
how our gutting work had an inexorable
political nature.  After over a year with-
out substantial rebuilding efforts, the
“Good Neighbor” program represents
the city’s attempt to allay fears that
neighborhoods would remain in ruin.  In
an attempt to spur redevelopment and
secure the health hazards brought by
debris and mold, the program sets a
deadline by which all Ninth Ward homes
must be gutted.  

The city guts any house left un-gut-
ted—and then charging the residents the
full cost.  If the residents can’t pay, the
city ceases the property.  In essence, the
program became a means by which the
city could usurp land and expel its eco-
nomically poor population.  

In response to this injustice to the
homeowner, Common Ground set out to

gut houses for free.  The volunteers work
hard six days a week to try and fight
against the deadline and spare as many
residents as possible from this govern-
ment intervention. Us Carls were lucky
enough to get involved at this crucial
time and work to bring Common Ground
just a little bit closer to its goal. 

The Gutter � John Bardes

The gutter is a modern day
Heracles, cleaning his Aegean stables.  In
a single day, a small band of hippies and
Carleton kids could pour into a house
and wash away piles of drywall, toxic
black mold, insulation and nails.  We left
behind naked wooden frames, ready for
chemical decontamination and—eventu-
ally—rebuilding.  

Our safety gear included gog-
gles, a respirator mask, heavy leather
work gloves, waterproof booties, and an
unwieldy full body Tyvek suit that resem-
bled a fiberglass spider web.  Each team
carried a wheelbarrow full of crowbars
and shovels.  The work was physically
demanding, with lots of heavy lifting.  We
returned to Common Ground each night
needing replenishment, and would wash
black grime off our skins under a hose,
and fill our stomachs with copious
amounts of rice, beans, tofu and veggies.  

Visually the homes were dark

and dangerous places.  Toxic mole
spores, bits of insulation and plaster cre-
ated a thick, hot air.  Heavy metals and
pcps saturated the wooden frames.
There was little light, except through a
few unobstructed windows.  After over a
year of rot and neglect, floorboards gave
way easily.  Whiffs of an opened refriger-
ator could be overpowering. Roaches
had a solid upper hand.  Through all this,
we looked for ways to make work fun.
We played music, swung sledgeham-
mers, bashed walls, made enormous
front yard piles of rubble.  We turned
Asbestos exposure into a game.  Yet over-
shadowing everything were sudden,
startling reminders that we stood in a
family’s home, signals of private space.
You’d pull off a rotted closet door, and
find a collection of license plates.  You’d
punch through a wall, and a tin can of
family postcards falls out.  This was the
essence of the gutting experience—a jar-
ring vibration between youthful  cheer
and powerful relics of private lives.  
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Housing Rights � Katie Berringer

Although our trip to New
Orleans lasted only eight days, the public
housing hearing that I and a few other
Carleton students attended was by far the
most emotional public forum I have ever
attended.

The Housing Authority of New
Orleans (HANO) claims that replacing
four of the largest low-income housing
projects with mixed income housing
would improve living conditions for resi-
dents and decrease crime. Because
HANO is a public authority, it legally
needed to provide a forum for residents
and concerned parties to offer input, but
almost everyone I spoke to claimed that
the papers had already been signed and
the hearing was an empty gesture.

I can’t say with real authority
which claims made about the housing
projects are the most valid, but I can try to
describe the fervor at that meeting.
HANO had organized the hearing with a
presentation of their plans before the
public input section began. As soon as it
began, residents began to chant “No
Demolition” and “Let the People Speak,”
and a few, who began running up to the
stage, had to be restrained by security
guards. After a futile attempt to go
through their slide show, HANO’s panel
of representatives finally allowed the
audience to respond.

All of the residents had been dis-
placed for a year and a half––despite the
fact that many of the projects were not
damaged by Katrina––and their feeling of
abandonment was clear. The room was
packed with people, mostly middle-aged
women with children; many were in
tears. The audience member who elicited
the loudest reaction was a man who
brought the race issue to the forefront.
The HANO officials chosen for the panel
were almost entirely black––a decision
that no one believed was accidental. This
former resident explained how he’d come
out of the projects and gone on to achieve
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success in the business world but never at
the cost of the city’s poor. He shamed the
panel, saying that if it had been 1950’s,
he’d have called the panel “HANO’s
house n-----s.”

Many people who spoke were
not residents but leaders of the communi-
ty. The head of the Louisiana NAACP
spoke, as did the district’s congressman,
William Jefferson, and a local pastor. All
of these speakers spoke frankly to the
panel about how evident it was to them
that HANO was using Katrina as an
excuse to tear down the buildings. The
Lafitte housing project, one of the com-
plexes in question, was used as a triage
center after the flood and the pastor cited
this as evidence of a claim many had
made: that these buildings were among
the soundest in the city.

Perhaps the most moving
moment for me was near the end, when a
community member led the audience in
the African-American spiritual “We Shall
not be Moved.” I left the hearing feeling
like some sort of change would have to
take place, that the city couldn’t turn its
back on its citizens when there were so
many standing in solidarity with them.
As I left I saw Malik Rahim, a former
Black Panther and the co-founder of
Common Ground, the organization we

Privileges � Anne Czernek

It’s impossible to talk about New
Orleans, Hurricane Katrina, and our Gulf
Coast trip without also talking about race
and socioeconomic privilege. To limit the
scope of this piece, Though racism dur-
ing and after Katrina are certainly wor-
thy topics, I’ll keep the discussion to the
Carleton experience in New Orleans. It
should be noted that the Carleton group,
while mostly white, was not all white;
none of us were or are residents of New
Orleans.

The organization we stayed

with––Common Ground––is made up of
mostly white volunteers who live in St.
Mary’s, an abandoned Catholic elemen-
tary school. St. Mary’s is located in the
Ninth Ward, a predominantly black
neighborhood. A few New Orleans resi-
dents also live at St. Mary’s, waiting for
their houses to be rebuilt. Common
Ground is extremely aware of the racial
tensions both throughout the city and
within their own organization, devoting
caucuses, forums, and discussions sever-
al times a week to address how racial
privilege plays into everything they do.
Sometimes the discussions felt forced to a
point of discomfort, such as the evening
when we were asked to identify as
“white” or “non-white” and separate into
groups accordingly (the goal of this exer-
cise was so that each group could address
the particular effects of racism they had
experienced, but it felt deeply counter-
productive to divide along racial lines).
Yet at other times people at Common
Ground seemed more comfortable with
identifying with their whiteness: after
Carleton students attended an eviction
hearing with other Common Ground vol-
unteers, a number of organizers and resi-
dents, black and white, thanked us and

The Commune � Elizabeth Webb

For me, it was living at Common
Ground—and not the actual volunteer
work—that most captured my imagina-
tion and enlivened my spirit. At
Common Ground, we lived in an old
Catholic elementary school named Saint
Mary’s, located in the middle of New
Orleans’ Ninth Ward. The building itself
reflected the struggles of the Ninth
Ward’s residents, both during Hurricane
Katrina and today. During the storm,
over two hundred residents of the Ninth
Ward took refuge in the second and third
floors of Saint Mary’s and waited nearly
a week without clean water or food to be
rescued. Before help came, one woman
died. Now, walking down the halls and
through the classrooms where we slept,
one sees the components of a typical ele-

mentary school: a poster with smiling
children and the slogan “together every-
one achieves more;” a board with class
birthdays for the month of August; a
library, small and practical, filled with
books. Just as one can find remnants of a
community that used to live in the Ninth
Ward while walking through the streets,
so can one find pieces of a school where
laughing, screaming, curious children
spent most of their days. At times it felt
eerie to be there, but at the same time no
other place would have allowed us to
understand the ninth ward in such an
intimate way.

As singular as St. Mary’s was, the
people with whom I worked ultimately
made my stay as captivating as it was. I
like to explain that we were staying in an
anarchist hippie commune, but just as
stating that Carleton is a liberal campus
does not describe our quirkiness or even
our political views, that definition in no
way defines everyone at Common
Ground. Most of the people staying at
Common Ground were college-aged;
some never went to college, some had
just graduated, and others were taking a
year off. That being said, the call for serv-
ice transcends age: there were married
couples and middle-aged adults, all
working together. A group of often-inex-
perienced but always enthusiastic volun-
teers ran the organization. We had
Evening Meetings where we divvied up
tasks like cooking, cleaning, “peacekeep-

ing,” (really security, an unfortunate need
in the blighted area), but in addition to
hard work we welcomed new volunteers,
said goodbye to those who were leaving,
made announcements, and generally cre-
ated a sense of community. After Evening
Meetings, there was usually something
going on such as open mics or race cau-
cuses. We were also supposed to go to
Political Education sessions three times a
week, which technically were not manda-
tory but were strongly suggested. At the
one Political Education session I attend-
ed, the head of the People’s Hurricane
Relief Fund came to speak. He quite
clearly had an agenda, but knowing very
little about the situation in New Orleans,
I was happy to learn about anyone’s
agenda.

At times I found it trying to be in
such an anarchist environment: the lack
of structure sometimes felt counterpro-
ductive. When I headed out to New
Orleans, I knew very little about the situ-
ation there. Although I am in no way an
expert now, I learned most of what I
know from the people living at Common
Ground. They shared details of the situa-
tion I didn’t know and experiences I’ll
never have, and communicated their
knowledge to all who listened. At this
point, understanding the facts is impera-
tive, and being a part of that process
seemed just as important as gutting
homes. Rebuilding, it seems, has more
than one meaning.

were working with. I told him how
inspired I was and asked him if he
thought this meeting would prevent the
demolition. He told me, “You haven’t
been in New Orleans long enough. This
won’t make Louisiana news, let alone
catch the attention of the national
media.”

On December 26, nearly a month
later, The New York Times published an

article about the fight for public housing
in post-Katrina New Orleans. The author
began, “The heritage of suspicion and
misery separating this city's poorest resi-
dents from its comfortable classes is play-
ing out in a fierce battle over the future of
the public housing projects here, a fight
in which the shelter of as many as 20,000
people is at stake.” Even this seemed like
an understatement.

All photographs in this secion were taken by Carleton
service trip participants.

repeated that the positive outcome of the
hearing was due in part to the number of
white supporters outside.

What many of us felt more acute-
ly than questions of race were the eco-
nomic privileges which had allowed us to
come to New Orleans. There is no ques-
tion that most of the Carleton students on
the trip are more economically advan-
taged than the people we were helping.
Most of us paid the suggested $200 dona-
tion to help defray transportation costs
and overhead. Many traveled with the
full complement of cell phones, laptops,
iPods, and digital cameras––all of which
had to be locked in secure storage at
Common Ground, as theft was pervasive,
both from the neighborhood and the vol-
unteers. But one of the most striking and
poignant incidents was attending the
eviction hearing mentioned above, and
realizing that if those people were evicted
from their apartments the next day, most
would have nowhere to go – they would
be homeless. If disaster befell Carleton’s
campus, most Carleton students could
return home, stay with friends, stay with
alumni, or draw on a multitude of other
college resources. By the end of the trip,
that seemed to be the greatest privilege
any Carleton student had: regardless of
race or income, simply by virtue of hav-
ing left home and attending a college
with other students from across the coun-
try and the world, we have invaluable
social networks to stand up and speak up
for us in the face of adversity.



I gotta say that I am extremely excited to have all of those Carls back from their
study abroad trips. Your absence was noticed by everybody except the
freshman…shame on you, freshman, for not appreciating how incredibly cool your
superiors are. In any case, I’m sure you guys have all gotten your fair share of heart-
felt reunions with your friends, so I’ll cut it off right there and get to the point.

While I’m sure each and every one of you had a great time abroad experiencing
things I couldn’t possibly begin to think about understanding, you need to know that
everyone who didn’t go abroad is conscious of that. So what does this mean? It means
that when I complain about something trivial, I don’t want to here one of you guys
say, “Hey man, three months ago I probably would have felt your pain, but I’ve
changed. I’ve seen things man….I’ve been ‘around’ and I got a whole new perspec-
tive on life. You just wouldn’t understand.” Whoa there, Mr. Big Picture! I didn’t real-
ize your overarching worldviews and personality were so plastic. I just don’t want to
hear it. Furthermore, if someone says, “Hey, this is a fun party,” and you reply “Sure
is, but man, you should see the way they do it in (insert country here)!!!” you are
being lame. Of course parties are more fun everywhere else. That goes without say-
ing, I will continue my loath for OCS-alumni self-importance in the next paragraph.

As far as long-time-no-see reunions are concerned, don’t expect me to know if you
actually did go abroad. 60% of the junior class was gone, and you need to come to
terms with the fact that only your immediate friends kept tabs on you. If I never ask
you about your term, don’t be offended, just take it as an opportunity to be involved
in that “new thing I learned today.” On the other side of the coin, if I know you went
abroad and I ask you about your term, I will not accept “Great! It was just soooo great.
Oh man, where to begin…..it was just unreal.” Unless you follow this with what you
actually did. Otherwise, using this description as a rule, a remarkable number of peo-
ple had identical OCS experiences despite traveling to opposite ends of the globe. I
don’t want to hear the details, but at least give me the bullet points. You lived in
another country for three months and all you can come up with is “It was great”? If
you can’t give me more than that, then what can you make small talk about?

Additionally, I request that you recalibrate your lifestyle towards America after a
maximum of two weeks back. I don’t know what I’ll do if I see someone wearing a
kimono that their host family gave them, and I’m not sure if I will tolerate someone
reminding me, “Dude, thanks for this beer and all, but it just doesn’t get me drunk
like the good stuff from Germany. Just thought you should know. Cause I was in
Germany.” You have a firm grasp on the obvious. Now shut up and drink the beer
that we all know is shitty. You’re in college, and everybody drinks shitty beer because
spending money on good beer isn’t worth it.

While we’re at it, if you went to some obscure place located in the armpit of the
Earth, expect dumb contextual questions about your abroad experience. I had always
assumed it was a fictional, generic country used in fantasy books up until the moment
you said, “It’s true, I studied in Estonia.” Also, when you note my geographic igno-
rance, it’s ok if you don’t immediately say something like, “You’d be surprised how
impoverished this place is. The world just has no clue.” Then there’s a pause in the
conversation, with our eyes locked; yes, I’m “the world” in this case….my bad.

I have one final note to that small slice of you who sent out bi-daily bulk emails to
85+ people (do you really have THAT many close friends? I mean…wow!....Good for
you!) detailing everything from the annoying pet lizard your host family had, right
down to the shits you took: GET A BLOG. I shouldn’t need to have my mail applica-
tion think your e-mail is a spam address. Blogs are free, and you can update them
quickly, add photos, videos, audio content, and best of all, I don’t have to visit it.

It’s great to have you all back!!!!!
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By Jason Hitchcock internship bi-weekly

(and never again)
Many of us are being ridiculed by our parents to make some progress on our summer plans
with regards to our careers paths. Juniors are thinking about those prcious internships and
seniors are scrambling to fill the approaching void that is “reality.” I went to indeed.com and
put together some salary comparisons for possible jobs that are on the minds of most
Carleton students. (see large graph below)

If this salary comparison has taught me anything, it is that it only pays to steal things, become a corpo-
rate guinea pig, or learn the ways of the Jedi. Everything else, no matter how noble, just doesn’t bring
home the green.

Courtesy of indeed.com

...Garfield?
THIS text is here
to fill space. enjoy
this text for what
it is!......space
filler! actually, all
the borders on the
pictures and the
text are space filler
too! imagine that.
enjoy the next
page of the Carl.

VISUAL ARTScarl

(SASHA KOROBOVA)

meeting the contemporary artist
carleton student art

As someone who reviews art shows,
I am most often asked to consider con-
temporary work. Being much more
familiar with the classics, I often find
myself asking the same questions that
many people unfamiliar with modern
art ask: what is this? What did the
artist intend to be understood? What
inspired this creation?

In exploration of all of these ques-
tions I firstly turned to myself, also an
artist. I work mostly in pencil and most-
ly from photographs of people that
strike me. Therefore, for anyone view-
ing my work there would be little ques-
tion of what is actually on the paper.
However, the questions of my intention
and inspiration still stand. I know that I
can only go for so long without picking
up my pencils, and being drawn to
another solitary shape sipping coffee in
a café or reading a book on the train.

I find my work to be both stressful
and relaxing, rough and delicate, obvi-
ous and subliminal. But my work is
only a speckle in the wide array of
artists whom I know to reside right here
at Carleton College. So, in my attempt
to both give insight into contemporary
right to my peers, as well as to under-
stand it better myself I set out to talk to
some of these artists.

The first artist whom I spoke to is
Julia Gelbort, an artist her whole life,
and a serious art student since sopho-
more year of high school. Julia’s work
ranges from pencil drawings to oil
painting to multi-media to metal work.
She moves freely between mediums and
art dimensions. When asked to describe
her style Julia hesitantly replied “post-

modern,” and after viewing her slides, I
understood her hesitation.

Julia is well-versed in many styles,
and her pieces clearly reflect her profes-
sionalism. The subject of her work
tends to be feminist and is influenced
by such artists as Ida Applebroog and
Judy Chicago. She incorporates her
interest in biology and the structure of
the human body and its fit into society.
She explains that her inspiration usually
comes from her personal experiences.
Julia’s AP portfolio concentration

(twelve works focused on a single
theme) consisted of what she calls
“medical portraiture.” Julia was very
affected by the illnesses that her family
went through and visiting hospitals reg-
ularly inspired the works. “I was seeing
what it meant to deal with illness,” she
explained. “I wanted to portray illness
and dealing with it.”

Julia has experience in other art
forms. One summer she did an intern-
ship at a wild-life reserve in Maine
where her job was to draw wild flowers
which were then put into reserve
guides. Her work was also displayed at
her high school during her senior year.
When asked the cliché yet still relevant
question of what art means to her Julia
replied: “art is a way for me to synthe-
size all my other interests.” Julia is con-
sidering being a studio-art major and
will likely display here.

Next, I spoke with another artist,
Jenny Holle, whose work consists pri-
marily of ceramics. Jenny began her
work in high school where she did
ceramics as an independent study
course. She enjoyed her work, and con-

tinued on with it throughout high
school. Jenny’s training was never for-
mal, but the lack of formality allowed
her to “fool around” and really enjoy
the clay.

What makes Jenny’s art unique to
her is that unlike many artists she does
not set out with a particular idea when
she picks up a piece of clay. “The clay
decides what it wants to do,” Jenny
explains, “sometimes it knows better
than I do.”

Her interest is mostly in creating the
shape of her work, not necessarily the
glaze or texture. Here Jenny works in
the ceramics studio and is able to pick
up some tips from her advisor Kelly
Connole. Working at the studio has
allowed Jenny to learn to mix glazes,
which is something that she was unable
to do in high school. She plans to take a
ceramics class sometime next year.

Confronted with the same question
as Julia, Jenny explains her sentiments
towards ceramics: “there’s something
hypnotic about it. It’s hands-on, it’s per-
sonal, there is no distance like there is
between the artist and the canvas.” She
also adds, “pottery is function, it’s
something you keep on your desk and
look at, not put in your portfolio and
don’t look at.”

My final exploration of student art
ended with the exploration of yet anoth-
er art form, metal-smithing. In her spare
time, Claire Brookmeyer works with
metals to create jewelry. Claire’s interest
in this form of art began in high school
during junior year where she took met-
als class. “I just adored it,” she recalls.
As a senior, Claire continued to make

jewelry as a part of her independent
studies class.

In the summer she was able to rent
a studio where she could come in and
practice her work. Most of her ideas
come from jewelry ads, commercials
and “how-to” jewelry books. “I’ll see
something, and then I’ll manipulate it,”
she comments.

Her current interest lies in attempt to
make metals look organic. “I love the
intersection between the smoothness of
nature and the hardness of metal,” she
explains. Claire has displayed her art
work in a school show, which she was
able to both curate and participate in.
She plans to continue making jewelry
either here at Carleton or at home at a
studio.

I am sure that if I had continued to
wander around Carleton in search of
artists I would keep discovering more.
After all, the realm of art is constantly
growing and expanding. I could have
looked for cartoon artists, photogra-
phers, web designers, but from what I
already found I learned that for artists,
art is a way of relaxing, organizing, cop-
ing and expressing. he art does for the
artists something entirely different than
it does for the viewer, but hopefully the
two can meet somewhere in the middle
and reach a mutual understanding.

It is often difficult to experience art
without knowing its background and
inspiration. Fortunately, here at
Carleton we have the opportunity of
speaking with some of our own artists
and being able to ask and have
answered all the questions that arise
that first time we look at their work.

Three-folds Necklace by Claire Brookmeyer
Cauliflower Ear by Julia Gelbort

Vase by Jenny Holle
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MW: Shut up Rachel. Don’t compare me to a man with syphilis.

RJ: My mistake. I don’t want to start any trouble.

NS: I think you’re both missing the mission of the show. Grey’s Anatomy was not
meant to be a trashy nighttime soap opera. It was supposed to give us all a view of
the difficult and honorable job that surgeons do and the touching situations and
poignant moments that make more hospitals worth building, and life a little more
worth living.

MW: You are so right, Nathaniel. I forgot the reason I started watching Grey’s
Anatomy and got lost in my own selfish delusions.

RJ: And I got too caught up in far-fetched plot schemes.

NS: Yes, yes you did. I hope you’ve all learned your lesson from this. And
hopefully everyone else will realize this lesson when Denny Duquette rises from the
dead and teaches everyone a little more about living and dying.

TThhee FFuuttuurree ooff GGrreeyy��ss AAnnaattoommyy:: AA DDeebbaattee 
((NNAATTHHAANNIIEELL SSNNEELLLL,, RRAACCHHEELL JJOOHHNNSSOONN,, MMOONNIICCAA WWEELLKKEE)

RIP Denny Duquette: You will never be for-
gotten, especially when you make your reap-
pearance and elope with Dr. Cristina Yang.

With a fiesta of flavors creating a fullness
that will last for hours, Hungry Man’s
beef enchilada is a quick, tasty and
savory bite that should not be missed.
Perfect for watching Smackdown or
strong man competitions on ESPN2. 

A handsome Asian fusion that will not
break your wallet or your pant size, this
Lean Cuisine skillet sizzles with delight.
Perfect for watching WE or a Lifetime
Original featuring a young Hilary
Swank, the tears shed will only add salt
to your skillet. 

Corner Bistro is sure to deliver an inti-
mate dish that will envelope you with
flavors of the homeland. While watching
obscure French noir flicks on IFC, you
will feel quite in character with them
twisted Parisians. A fine glass of
chardonnay is the perfect French accent
to an already impressive cuisine. Bon
Appetit!

A Cornucopia of Cuisine: The Crème de
la Crème of TV Dinners

24 is the awesomest show ever.  I’ve
tried to tell people, but most of them just
look at me like I’m telling a joke.  What
the hell is so funny?  Who in the world of
television can kick more ass than Jack
Bauer?  I mean, Jesus, the man’s probably
over 40, his heart has stopped twice, and
he’s still pulling all-nighters.  If that’s not
awesome, I’m going to have to retool my
“List of Things to Achieve Before I Die.”

Sure, the series has had its ups and
downs.  After the first two seasons, there
seemed to be no new frontiers to explore
for my favorite television hero.  He had
already saved President David Palmer
(who, incidentally, is almost impossible to
take issue with, let alone dislike) from
assassination [season 1], and prevented
the terrorist detonation of an atomic
bomb in Los Angeles [season 2].  While
biological [season 3] and chemical [season
4] terrorism seemed logical next steps,
they made for awfully repetitive plotlines.

By the third season it was clear that a
formula had been established: 1) small
terrorist attack occurs. 2) Jack Bauer gets
called in. 3) Jack Bauer hunts down the
terrorist mastermind, only to 4) discover
that someone much more sinister is
behind it all. 5) Jack Bauer stops him, and
6) a plug for the next season sneaks into
the last five minutes, just as everything
starts looking sunny again. 24’s writers
adhere to this formula closely enough that
oftentimes, the big twists can be anticipat-
ed based on episode number alone, (the
BIG one usually comes around episode
13) and even smaller events within the
plot tend to feel familiar to series fans.

So yeah, 24 is formulaic, but so are
Bond films, and as Casino Royale showed
us, formulaic does not have to mean bor-

ing. In fact, Jack Bauer was more than
likely a huge reason for the rebirth of
Bond.  As the cold, hyper-slick Brosnan
era came to a close amid rampant public
apathy, Kiefer Sutherland’s gruff, haunt-
ed, Ford Explorer-driving Bauer became
the face of the American action hero, a
flesh-and-blood hero who gets hurt, gets
pissed, and is, above all, genuinely moral.
While morality has never been one of
James Bond’s strong suits, his new writers
clearly took a few pages out of 24’s book
when they gave him a much-needed dose
of humanity.

It is, in fact, the character of Jack Bauer
and those of his supporting cast that carry
the show through even the most pedestri-
an plot twists.  Jack’s interactions with
women (wives, girlfriends, daughters,
etc.) are consistently both perilous and
poignant. Secondary characters are
almost always likeable (unless they’re not
supposed to be), and when they die, it’s
almost always completely unexpected,
and completely devastating. It’s a testa-
ment to the quality of 24’s writing that
whenever a good guy dies, either loved or
hated, it’s sadly memorable.

I haven’t mentioned season 5 (now out
on DVD) yet, which is a travesty, because
it rocks.  Hard.  It is, without a doubt, the
best single season of dramatic television
ever.  I won’t say anything more; I don’t
want to give anything away to the curi-
ous/uninitiated. Yes, it’s outrageous, and
yes, it’s unbelievable, but goddamn, it is
good. Season 6, which premiers on
Sunday, promises to be, at the very least,
the most unique season to date.  Those of
you who haven’t watched 24 yet: start
catching up.  Now. Those of you who are
in the know: I’ll see you in the lounge. 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,12, 13, 
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 

((TTVV EEDDIITTOORRSS)

((TTOOMM FFRRYY)

NS:  We’ve all been waiting for the next phase of Season 3 of Grey’s Anatomy to
begin. That’s right, I’ve been waiting, you’ve been waiting, Rachel’s been waiting.

RJ: And while we’ve been waiting, we can’t stop arguing about the new plot
twists that are just around the corner.  And I feel it’s painfully obvious that the show
can no longer continue to ignore the building sexual tension between Dr. Webber and
Meredith.  As she ages, she looks more and more like her mother, and Dr. Webber
decides not to return to his wife but to start something new with Meredith.  As for
Meredith, she forgets McSteamy, McDreamy, the Vet, and George, and begins a
romance with Dr. Webber and takes his place as chief of surgery when he retires.

MW: Are you kidding?  You couldn’t be more wrong.  The real story here is with
the number one fan: Monica Welke.  In a shocking plot twist, Monica bursts onto the
scene in non-salmon scrubs (AKA turquoise) and seduces Dr. Burke.  Oh yeah, Dr.
Burke –the sexiest one around.

RJ: Yes, Monica does seduce Dr. Burke…but Cristina, in an angry, jealous ram-
page, takes revenge.  She pushes Monica to the filthy floor of the on-call room in a
similar manner to George when he angrily attacks Alex for giving him syphilis.  
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:
LennyDee

6th Weekend
10:.:30 pm at Little Nourse

Winter Theater Preview

Carleton Players Presents
Love Song of the Electric Bear
By Snoo Wilson
Directed by Ruth Weiner
Feb 2nd, 3rd, 9th & 10th at 8:00 pm in Arena Theater 

What makes a mind? Based on the life of the mathematician
Alan Turing, a brilliantly iconoclastic mathematician and a gay
man. His too short life --- marked by wildly creative scientific
achievement, life-saving (and secret) war work during World
War II, and heartbreaking ultimate tragedy as a result of his
open homosexuality in an era that required silence on the topic
– has been the subject of two major biographies and a number
of plays, including Lovesong of the Electric Bear.

The production of this play is part of a project course, as a
collaborative effort between the Math and Theater
Departments.

Experimental Theater Board (ETB)
Savage in Limbo
By John Patrick Shanley
Directed by Max Leibowitz
7th Weekend in Little Nourse

From the writer of "Moonstruck" and "Doubt" comes a play about five people stuck in the purgatory
of life. The setting is Scales, a slightly seedy neighborhood bar in the Bronx, where a group of regulars
(who all happen to be the same age of 32) seek relief from the disappointments and tedium of the out-
side world. The first to arrive is Denise Savage, a perennial loser who announces that she is still a virgin
but would like to remedy the situation. She is joined by an old school friend, Linda Rotunda, whose
problem is just the opposite – too many lovers (and illegitimate children) – and is now fearful that her
current boyfriend, Tony Aronica, is losing interest in her. Desperation is the driving force for playwright
John Patrick Shanley, whose characters so badly want to escape the limbo of loneliness in a cold world.

The Complete Works of Wllm Shkspr (abridged)
By William Shakespeare, Adam Long, Daniel Singer, Jess Borgeson
Directed by Chris Dole
March 1st, 2nd, and 3rd at 8:00 PM in Little Nourse.

More matter, less art (Hamlet, 2.2).
Three guys with little knowledge of the Bard and less common sense attempt to stage all 37 plays in

under an hour and a half. What follows can be best summed up as Shakespeare as performed by the
Three Stooges and at the tempo of Flight of the Bumblebee. Includes (among others):

-The Othello Rap
-All sixteen comedies reduced to one play (Four Weddings and a Transvestite!)
-Macbeth, with perfect Scottish Accents
-The History of England, as football game
-The 45 Second Hamlet.

It may not be what he meant when he said, "Brevity is the soul of wit," but it proves yet again that
Slick Willy S. knew what he was talking about.  Or possibly not.

Mindy Garner Chooses Last Summer at
Bluefish Cove for her Comps Show
By Jane Chambers
Directed by Rachel Teagle

When Bluefish Cove, long considered a haven for lesbian women, is accidentally
invaded by a straight woman, the inhabitants - a closeted feminist author, her secre-
tary, a self-described alley cat, a wealthy older woman, the bimbo she keeps, and the
only functional couple ever seen onstage- scramble to maintain their idyllic summer
hideaway. At its heart, this is a play about love, friendship, strength, and woman-
hood. Featuring sweet 80s costumes.

(LACEY DORMAN, BETHANY SCHIMMEL)
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Children of Men is a scary film. Not because of the vivid, completely
engrossing apocalyptic future it portrays. Not because of its thrilling
action scenes that mesh seamlessly with the plot. Not even because
Michael Caine plays a hippie. No, Children of Men is frightening because
it confirms a running fear of mine: British actors have a monopoly on
sarcastic, rough, devil-may-care types.

Clive Owen in Children of Men completes the recent trifecta that
Christian Bale (The Prestige) and Daniel Craig (Casino Royale) began. If
there was any doubt about the U.S.’s declining status as a world super-
power, it is laid to rest by the dearth of smart, tough, totally-cool-at-all-
times American actors. The too-simple Mark Wahlberg, too-pretty Brad
Pitt, and too-grandfatherly George Clooney are no match for the Owen-
Bale-Craig medusa. Not even Ed Norton quite matches up. But I
digress.

Directed by Alfonso Cuarón (Y Tu Mamá También), Children of Men
takes place in the 2020s, in a world where women have been infertile for
years and the youngest person on the planet has a driver’s license and
chest hair. The world is going to hell in a hand basket, and Britain bare-
ly holds on. Near-anarchy prevails in London’s streets and the refugees
flooding the country are incarcerated in massive outdoor cages only

Dick Cheney would be proud of.
Clive Owen is Theo, the aforementioned jaded, witty, hard-nosed

loner. Shortly into the movie, he becomes responsible for the safety of a
pregnant woman, who is carrying the baby that will presumably re-start
mankind. The bulk of the film consists of their journey, which alternates
between harrowing action and character development, with tension
hanging in the air at all times.

The movie delivers on all levels, featuring an engaging plot, fine act-
ing, and an excellent script. It’s even occasionally funny, thanks to
Owen’s offhand sarcastic comments, delivered in the dry tone tailor-
made for a British accent. Perhaps most enjoyable, though, is the totally
absorbing world-on-the-brink-of-ruin the movie takes place in. Hyper-
realistic and pervading every scene, this apocalyptic future is never out-
landish and makes what otherwise could be a cheesy premise com-
pletely believable.

The film’s suspense and the emotional impact of Owen’s efforts to
save the woman are dependent on the authenticity of the world the
movie creates. I mean, if Michael Caine is credible as a grangy-haired,
pot-smoking hippie consigliere, Children of Men has clearly succeeded
on some level. This one’s not to be missed.

((DDAANN SSAANNDDEERRSS)

See It 

At

SUMO

Hippies and the British: The New
Recipe for Cinematic Sucess

Apocalypto
((DDAANN SSAANNDDEERRSS)

Written and Directed by Mel Gibson
Starring Rudy Youngblood and Dalia Hernandez

Only a crazy person could make this film, and Mel Gibson
has outdone himself. In a good way. The second half is a
heart-racing thrill ride and the cinematography from
beginning to end is spellbinding. When was the last time
you felt like you were at a human sacrifice ceremony?
And best of all, the Mayans don’t appear to be anti-Semitic
and never use “sugartits” to greet a police officer. 

Blood Diamond
((DDAANN SSAANNDDEERRSS)

Directed by Edward Zwick
Starring Leonardo DiCaprio and Djimon Hounsou

Too preachy? Absolutely. Ridiculous at times?  Certainly.
Incredibly entertaining?  Hell yes. If you go to this movie
looking for deep truths about Africa, wedding rings, and
human redemption, you’ll be disappointed.  If you want
gripping action, beautiful scenery, and Leo running
around, sweating through his undershirt, and speaking
in a sultry South African accent while plowing through
cigarettes, you’ve come to the right place. 

Little Children
((DDAANN SSAANNDDEERRSS)

Directed by Todd Field
Starring Kate Winslet and Patrick Wilson

A story of suburban boredom, with a pedophile
thrown in for good measure. Terrifically well done
and less clichéd than usual, but be prepared to feel
like a sack of bricks has hit you by the end. Will like-
ly clean up during awards season, deservedly so.
Kate Winslet shines, as does Jackie Earle Haley, who
turns in a searing performance as the pedophile. Is
there this much sturm und drang in Edina?
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We Are Marshall
((BBEEAATTRRIICCEE WWHHIITTEE)

Directed by McG
Starring Matthew McConaughey and Matthew Fox 

I will preface this review that I am a sucker for foot-
ball movies. Remember the Titans? Loved it. Varsity
Blues? Yep. That said, take me seriously for the ten
seconds it will take you to read the rest of this
review, and trust me: it’s a good movie. Within the
first 15-minutes, 75 football players and fans die in a
plane crash. That was not a spoiler; it's in the pre-
views. 
It takes a good movie to make you feel for charac-

ters you haven't been introduced to yet. Somehow,
We are Marshall pulls it off. You feel for the players
and the town left to mourn their football team. What
follows is the true story of Huntington, West
Virginia's Marshall University, and their decision to
rebuild their football program. Watch it because you
love football movies. Watch it because Matthew
McConaughey is attractive, wears plaids with
stripes, and only speaks out of the right side of his
mouth. 

((SSTTEEPPEEHHEENN GGEEEE)

As an off-and-on employee of Blockbuster
Inc. I have the knowledge of all of the sweet
new releases to hit movie renting store
shelves. This week I’m bringing you the
inside scoop on Employee of the Month.
Alienation, betrayal, and the power of
friendship over all obstacles form the foun-
dation of this eerily realistic movie of what
it means to be a peon in a large corporation
(ah memories). 
Dane Cook stars as the affable and endear-

ing Zack Bradley who prides himself on
being the laziest employee at Super Club.
When the alluring Amy (Jessice Simpson)
comes along, however, Zack quickly real-
izes the way to her heart is through hard
work. Jessica’s no longer searching for the
pretty boy popstar, instead, she’s got her
sights set on the employee of the month. 
Zack must come up against the likes of

none other than Vince (Dax Shepherd) the
high-falooting king of the cash register,
whose flashy check out techniques wow
Super Club patrons. Can Zack defeat Vince
and prove himself to Amy? Could Amy be
hiding a dark secret behind those innocent
blonde locks? Will Zack be able to earn the
attention of his managers and still stay true
to his slacking self? Comedy and drama col-
lide in this typical but enjoyable laugh riot.

Stephen’s Stash
of Sin-ema
Stories

Movies

In A

Nutshell
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Let’s say there are two types of imper-
fection in rock and roll. Exile on Main
Street, Neil Young’s guitar solos, or every-
thing worth celebrating about punk
rock—these are great things, made great
by something manifestly appealing in
their murkiness, their nonchalance, the
fast takes and wrong notes and other
happy accidents. There’s this type, and be
grateful it’s around. Then, there are
bands, songs, albums that are imperfect
in the sense that they’re almost success-
ful, almost delivering or almost fully real-
ized. Wincing the Night Away, the latest
from [insert snarky allusion to Garden
State here] the Shins, is such an album.

The album’s lead single is titled
“Phantom Limb”. It’s an appropriate
choice—throughout the album, one
almost hears the stronger hooks and
more frenzied playing that isn’t there. If
the Shins are in fact wincing the night
away, it’s probably because they’re trou-
bled by ghost of a better album. Like the
rest of the tracks, “Phantom Limb” isn’t
particularly bad, just not very interesting,
pleasant the same way treading water is
pleasant. No one expects Shins frontman
James Mercer to be Andrew W.K., and I
wouldn’t really want to listen to an
Andrew W.K. album either, but when
Wincing’s songs are at their worst, the
lack of energy makes one wonder why
the someone bothered recording them.

To be fair,Wincing does start off with a
jolt; the opener, “Sleeping Lessons”,
builds to a frantic, anthemic stomp,
sounding like Shins classic “Kissing The
Lipless” on amphetamines (it sounds
even more like The Feelies’ “Forces At
Work”, but give Mercer credit for ripping

off a brilliant song). And the second track,
“Australia”, is wry, swaggering, and con-
tinuous fun after repeat listens (even
here, though, Mercer’s verbosity tests lis-
tener patience, with phrases like
“android’s conundrum” and a rhyming
of “January” and “quite contrary”—come
on). Subsequent songs are less engaging-
-“Sea Legs”, which features a stiff hip-
hop beat, just doesn’t work, probably
because a hip-hop beat in a Shins song is
a stupid idea. One of the latter songs,
“Girl Sailor”, also sinks (can I make that
pun? Jesus). In it’s first incarnation, “Girl
Sailor” had a place in the band’s live set
as a crisp, brief pop song; here, it’s
stretched out and weighed down, torpe-
doed by overproduction.

Wincing’s sound is a problem through-
out, the production so slick it makes the
songs almost cumbersome. It’s the sonic
equivalent of bad middle school poetry,
everything insecurely overpronounced,
giving little credit to the listener and leav-
ing nothing to be discovered. Engineer
Joe Chiccarelli, whose resume includes
collaborations with U2, might be partial-
ly to blame; the Shins aren’t really where
one goes for arena bombast, nor are they
particularly good at it. Whether
Chicacarelli understood this is unclear,
and Wincing occupies an awkward place
between stadium rock and indie pop,
bedroom music for those with beds on jet
liners or spaceships.

Music website Stereogum.com recent-
ly wrote of Wincing, “Is this the record to
lose the indie kids? Is the album too
‘safe’? Regardless, this one will make 'em
this year's Death Cab.” The intention of
this review isn’t to engage in a debate

about the relative indieness of the
Shins, or for that matter equate
indie fandom with good taste. But it
is true that with Wincing the band
will both gain and lose numerous
fans, and like Modest Mouse and
Good News For People Who Love Bad
News before them, many of the
proselytized will be mainstream
music listeners, many of those los-
ing interest of the indie rock persua-
sion. It’s a shame, and some of the
backlash will be as unwarranted as
Wincing is unremarkable. But for an
album with songs like “Girl Sailor”
at the helm, can anyone be blamed
for jumping ship?

It’s been an eventful couple of years for
the quirky, fun indie-pop group from
Albuquerque, NM known as The Shins.
October 2003 brought the release of their
sophomore disc (not counting a lone LP
issued under the moniker Flake Music),
Chutes Too Narrow, which was widely
acclaimed. The soundtrack to 2004’s
Garden State launched a three-year-old
single of theirs called “New Slang” into
mainstream pop-culture, helping to intro-
duce college students the world over to
both Chutes Too Narrow and the band’s
debut, Oh, Inverted World. Now, three
years after that second disc, they return
with the sonically expansive Wincing the
Night Away, and it was definitely worth
the wait.

Chutes Too Narrow took the Shins in a
very pop-music-oriented direction.
While Oh, Inverted World could certainly
fall under the “pop” label as well, CTN
felt as though it was written in a way that
would make it accessible to just about
anyone who ever wanted to listen to it.
Fans of rock could get behind the harder
tracks (“So Says I”), but singer-song-
writer fans had satisfying songs as well
(“Young Pilgrims,” “Saint Simon”).
Wincing the Night Away takes a step away
from that, and returns to a more eclectic
mix of styles. Only two tracks, “Phantom
Limb” and “Turn Me On,” could possibly
fit with the pattern laid down by CTN.
The rest strike out in a direction that
retains the pop sensibilities of the earlier
albums while expanding the variety of
sounds used, resulting in a really intrigu-
ing album that doesn’t get overly eso-
teric.

The lead single, “Phantom Limb,”
stays close to the general pop-rock form
Shins listeners know and love: James

Mercer’s unique vocal style, the
snare/tambourine combo on every off-
beat, the overly literate, non-chorused
lyrics. So, while the Shins have always
been recording a couple radio-friendly
tracks per disc, this should finally estab-
lish them as acceptable to the mainstream
(read: non-college) airwaves. The truly
best song on the LP, though, is the one
that immediately follows “Phantom
Limb.” “Sea Legs” could’ve been really
bad: there’s weird, hip-hop-oriented
beats, the majority of it is all drum ‘n’
bass, and the chorus is hugely difficult to
sing. It all comes together, though, in an
almost inexplicably great groove that can
appeal to just about anyone.

Wincing comes down to this: there’s an
inexplicable dichotomy in most pop criti-
cism. Most negative reviews these days
talk about one of two things: either the
band strays too far from the sound that
made them who they are (I’m thinking
The Killers’ second album), or they don’t
experiment enough and make a record
that sounds exactly like their earlier work
(The Vines are the first example that
comes to mind). Listening to Wincing the
Night Away, it’d be easy to classify it in
the first of those two; the overt catchiness
of the last album has been traded in for
layers of less-than-common instruments
that at first glance (so to speak) make the
disc significantly less listenable. The key
is to get past this. Sure, it’s not necessar-
ily what the listener expected, but that
doesn’t mean it’s bad. Everything found
here is good, and though it’s ostensibly
completely unlike the last album, with a
little effort you can see how Chutes Too
Narrow might have led here – The Shins
just got a little more inventive along the
way.

(JOHN CHOINIERE)
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What’s Different?

carlFUN&GAMES

These two pictures aren’t quite the same. Can you find all the differences?

The Carl welcomes you to the new Fun &
Games Page.  Please, enjoy at your leisure.
For all you winners out there, solutions can be
sent to carl.fun@gmail.com. Seriously, it’s a
real email account.

I’ m round and square,
You know I’ m there.

You can put things in me,
but I am also not a truck.

What am I?

Name That Historical Figure
with John Bardes

You think Minnesota’s cold?  Try walking a mile in this his-
torical figure’s fur boots!

New Shins Album Marginally
Better Than The Bad Sailings
Puns In This Review

Not So, Greg Hunter!



ON CAMPUS:
8:00-10:00pm- 'Can I Kiss You'
presented by Mike Domitrz-
Take your significant other to
Arena Theater for an informa-
tive and hilarious look at dat-
ing, hooking up and how we
talk.

8:00-9:15om- Choir Concert:
Lawrence Burnett, director-
The chior performs Morton
Lauridsen's LUX AETERNA
(Eternal Light) in the Concert
Hall.

ON CAMPUS:
Religious Road Trip!- Student
trip to Temple Israel Reform
Synagogue for a Jewish Renewal
Service. Contact Elizabeth
Lienesch, x5450 or lienesce, for
more information and to sign up.

TAKE A TRIP:
10:00am-1:00pm- One Last
Holiday Hurrah at
Julgransplundring- For those of
you going through holiday with-
drawals, visit the American
Swedish Institute in Minneapolis
for crafts, party favors and fes-
tive foods.

ON CAMPUS:
9:00am- Rainbow Retreat- Coming Out, Being Out and Creating
LGBTA Communities

12:00noon- Men & Women’s Swimming- The swimmers cream
SJU/CSB/Grinnell at Thorpe Pool. Be there.

TAKE A TRIP:
8:00pm- Comedy Sportz- Enjoy a night of fun improv with your
friends for only $12 in Calhoun Square.

FRIDAY 12FRIDAY 12

SATURDAY 13SATURDAY 13

SUNDAY 14SUNDAY 14

MONDAY 15MONDAY 15

TUESDAY 16TUESDAY 16

WEDNESDAY 17WEDNESDAY 17

ON CAMPUS:
5:45 & 7:45pm- Men &
Women’s Basketball- Cheer on
the Knights as they take on
both the men and women of
Concordia College-Moorhead in
the West Gym.

ON CAMPUS:
5:00-6:00pm- Martin Luther King, Jr. Candlelight Service of
Remembrance and Celebration- Reverend Oliver White, guest speak-
er. Intertwining Melodies and Knights, musical guests. Dinner follows
the service.

ON CAMPUS:
5:00pm- Interview Workshop- Still wondering how you got into
Carleton after your terrible interview? Come to Sayles to learn how to
do it right.

TAKE A TRIP:
ALL DAY- Mocha Monday!- Stop by The Depot in Hopkins for any size
mocha for the price of a small while listening to some cool tunes.

ON CAMPUS:
10:00am-4:00pm- Red Cross Blood Drive- Be a hero. Give blood.

12:00noon-1:00pm- Where do I Start? Workshop- Freaked out about
the future? Go to the Career Center to learn how to clarify your inter-
ests and career options and have confidence in your career direction.

TAKE A TRIP:
9:00-11:00pm- Five Minutes of Fame- Release your inner star at
Kieran’s Irish pub in St Paul. Chance to win prizes.

ON CAMPUS:
8:00-10:00pm- M1 presents: Hip Hop and the History of the Black
Panther Party in the Concert Hall

THURSDAY 18THURSDAY 18

FRIDAY 19FRIDAY 19
ON CAMPUS:
8:00-9:30pm- Guest Artist Concert: The Irrelevants, with Nicola
Melville, piano- Works in this program will include Hindemith's
'Heckelphone' Trio, op. 47 for Piano, Tenor Saxophone and Viola, a
transcription of Max Bruch's Double Concerto for Alto Saxophone,
Viola and Piano, and a special arrangement of a work by Minnesota
composer Libby Larsen.

TAKE A TRIP:
8:00pm- The Honeydogs- Head over to Loring Pasta Bar and the
Varsity Theater in Dinkytown for a Drive 105 performance of the
Honeydogs, Kubla Khan and Jellowslave.

SATURDAY 20SATURDAY 20

TAKE A TRIP:
10:00am-2:00pm- Blues Brunch- Tired of Sodexho? Grab a friend
and go to Famous Dave’s Legendary Pit Bar-B-Que for quality food and
music.

SUNDAY 21SUNDAY 21

MONDAY 22MONDAY 22

TUESDAY 23TUESDAY 23

WEDNESDAY 24WEDNESDAY 24

ON CAMPUS:
4:30-6:00pm- Book discussion: Liberal Education in its Historical
Context- Winter 2007 Reading and Discussion Group: Liberal
Education in its Historical Context.

ON CAMPUS:
5:00pm-7:00pm- Chili Night-Dinner & Discussion- Come to the
Goodhue Super Lounge for a dinner sponsored by the Office of
Intercultural Life!

Want your event in the Carl? E-mail nakamurl

ON CAMPUS:
12:00noon-12:30- Centering Prayer Meditation- Feeling frazzeled?
Come for reflection and Christian meditation with Jill Tollefson, x4232.

TAKE A TRIP:
6:00-9:00- Target Free Nights at the Walker Art Center- Visit the

Walker for free!

carlCALENDAR CALENDARcarl

TWENTY SEVEN / 12.november.07TWENTY SIX / 12.january.07

THURSDAY 25THURSDAY 25
ON CAMPUS:
5:00pm-6:30pm- Genealogy, Intimacy, and the Shifting
Boundaries Between Legal and Illegal Immigration- Eithne
Luibheid's research focuses on the intersections among sexual regula-
tion, racial formation, and immigration control in transnational con-
texts.

SO HERE’S HOW IT WORKS:SO HERE’S HOW IT WORKS:
Email us your best guess for the functions of all of these
random Japanese inventions. Enter for a chance to win an

authentic packaged Japanese meal.
welkem & nakamurl
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